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CT21OO USER },IANUAL

INTRODU CTION

This manual describes the installation and operation of the FIAL CT2100
Communications Terminal. The fechnical details with schematic diag-
rams and user-repair procedures are described in a second publication,
the CT2100 Customer Maintenance Manual, available separately from HAL
Communieations Corp. or its designated dealers and representatives.

The features of the CT2100 have been designed for convenient and stra-
ight forward customer use; many features are self-explanatory from a
close examinatlon of the CT2100 front pane1, rear pane1, screen dis-
p1ay, ot' the keytops of the KB2100. However, like many sophisti.cated
electronic devices, there are some features and operator techniques
which you may not understand until you have read this manual. You
should plan to devote several hours to becoming familiar with your
cT21 00 .

However, there are many hobbyists, including this writer, who are
eager to try the new frgadgetff and lack the patience to plow through
chapters of technical talk without at least turning it on and trying
out something. Therefore, for the eager and impatient new owners, we
offer Chapter 2 SIMPLE HOOK-UP AND OPERATION FOR THE EAGER AND IMPA-
TIENT. After you have your CT2100 running as descr^ibed in Chapter 2,
plea-se then sit down and read the rest of this manual; yout1I find
the CT2100 will do a lot more things than can be outlined in the sim-
pllfied instruetions.
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Figure 1 The CT2100 and K82100
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CHAPTER 1

UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

When you unpack your CT2100 and K82100, carefully lnspecL the shipping
earton and each cabinet for shlpping damage. Any evidence of shipping
damage should be immediately reported bo your supplying dealer or
shipping carrier. Be sure to save all packing materials if damage is
found bhe shipping carrier will want to inspect them for any insu-
ranee c1aim. Before discarding the packing materials check Ehat all
parts and accessories are accounted for. Check the accessories aga-
inst the following list. If any are found missing, double-eheck the
packing for loose parts and then notify eiLher your dealer or HAL Com-
munications Corp. of the shortage. Please specify the HAL part
number !

Accessory parts:

Accessories Packed With CT2100:
1 - 333-17250 AC Power Cord

16 310-35012 Phono Pin Plug
2 770-05001 0.5 Ampere slow-blow fuse

960-02051 Video eable

: B7o-02110 
3:i'fl3.:?31 fil:*.ming Forms

Accessories Packed With K82100:
1 - 355-00755 7 Ft. Coil Keyboard Cable

ti**ti**t3*it***t$***lt*r(*****f **tin*ritt**nIiHtI**ri***n*tt*lt*lcltrS*Ilt***tinti*tt*ri*tt*

CAUTION !

It

A SERIOUS SHOCK HAZARD MAY EXIST I{HEN CONNECTING *
THE CT21OO TO OTHER EQUIfMENT. BEFORE I,IAKING ANY *
CONNECTIONS, BE SURE TO DISCONNECT THE CTz1OO AND *
OTHER EQUIPMENT FROI',I THE AC POWER LiNE. *

*
***l3l(**lt***it****n**n**tt***t(n***tilt*ri*.rittrililit3n*ri**nntT**xt6n*it*tinnitii***tt*n*

*
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*
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CHAPTER 2

SIMPLE HOOK-UP AND OPERATION FOR THE EAGER AND IMPATIENT

PAGE 5

in this manu-
without read-
enough infor-
need to read
conveniences

Although there are many features of the CT2100 explained
31, you may wish to first trplug-it-intr and rrtry-it-outrr
ing the whole book. This section of the manua] presents
mation to start using the CT2100, but you will eventually
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 to take fu1I advantage of the many
included in your CT2100.

2.1 Conneetions t,o the CT2100

Refer to Figure 2 and not,ice the various connections you may make to
and from the CT2100. For a start, it is recommended that you make the
following connections at the present and leave the other conneetions
until aft,er you have read Chapters 3, 4, and 5. By all means, do not
connect the CT2100 or other slation equipment to the AC power source
until all other conneetions have been made.

1. Connect a good ground wire (1/4't shield braid preferred)
between the CT2100 cabinet, transceiver cabinet, and all
other station equipment eablnets.

2. Connecb a shielded audio cable between the reeeiver speaker
(audio) oufput and the CT2100 RCVR IN connector.

3. Connect a shielded audlo cable between an external speaker
(4 16 ohms) and the CT2100 AUDIO MONITOR connector.
(Optiona1, but recommended)

4. Connect a shielded audio cable between the transmitter mi-
crophone audio input and the CT2100 XMIT OUT conneetor.
Check your transmitter manual some lransmitters have +12
VDC on the mike input lead to run remote controls; use a 1

uF blocking eapacitor at the qike eonnector to prevent dam-
age to such a transmitter. -

5. Conneet a shielded audio cable between the transmitter
push-to-talk input and the CTz100 KOS SWITCH connector.
(Steps 4 and 5 may be combined in a 2 conductor frstereofl
cable wlth the transmilter end eonneeted to a microphone
eonnector; these steps are only necessary if you intend to
transmit during these preliminary tests).

6. Connect a coaxial eable between the video input of your mon-
itor and the CTz100 VIDE0 T0 MONITOR connector.

7. Connect the KB2i00 to the CT2100 with lhe coil cord supplied
(K82100 connector on CT2100),

8. Connect lhe CT2100, Video Monitor, and transceiver to the AC

power souree; do not turn-on the equipment yet. Use a
grounding type of AC out,let lf at all possible.
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2.2 Presetting CT2100 Controls

Before applying any power to the transceiver or the CT2100, preset the
controls as follows:

DATA:

DISPLAY:

TXlRX
CONTROL:

MODEM:

T/O:

MONITOR

Now, turn on the
top line of the

SPEED =
MODE =
PAGE CYCLE =
LINE CYCLE =STATUS =
REV VIDEO =
USOS =
CLEAR SCRN =HDX/FDX =IDLE =
MAN TXIAUTO =
KOS =
RTTY/MODEM =HIGH/LOhI =
NORM/REV =AUTO =
RTTY SHIFT =
AUDI0/R5232 =
RCVE/TAPE =
N0RM/L00P =
OUTPUT/INPUT =
VOLUME =

as turned
iln
ltil
Itil

on (45 BAUD)

'' ( BAUDOT )

" (Page 2)
n (72/ line )

on (button in)
either position
on (button in)
as turned on
HDX (button in)
off (button out)
AUTO (button out)
off (button out)
RTTY (button in)
LOW (button out)
NORM (button in)
off (button out)
170 (right button in)
AUDIO (button in)
RCVE (button in)
NORM (button in)
INPUT (button out)
turn on CT2100 power;
set to n12 orelocktr

video monitor power and see
display:

the following text on the

CT2100 V1.xP245 BD BAUDOT TX OFF USOS

This line is the status line and shows the CT2100 code and data rate
seleeted, condition of the TXIRX data outpub, and, in this case that
the Unshift 0n Space (USOS) feature has been selected. Also shown is
that page 2 (of 2 available) is being viewed. The rtvl .xrt shows the
production verslon of internal computer program (ttsoftwarerr) installed
in your unit.

If you use a monitor other than that supplied by HAL, you will prob-
ably need to adjust its horizontal and vertical size and position con-
trols. Be sure that you can view all four edges of the TV raster on
the screen.
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2.3 Presetting the Transeeiver Controls

Preset your transceiver controls as follows:

14.075 to 14.100
Antenna for above frequency range
LSB (lower sideband)
LSB
ON SLOW

2 kF.z voice bandwidth
l,laximum
Minimum
0ff
0n
Comfortable Level

FREQUENCY:
ANTENNA:
MODE:
PASSBAND TUNING:
RECEIVER AGC:
RCVR SELECTIVITY:
RCVR RF GAIN:
XMTR MIC. GAIN:
XMTR VOX:
POWER SWITCH:
RCVR AUDIO VOL:

You should now be able to tune signals on the receiver and hear them
either on the receiver speaker or through the external speaker at-
taehed to the CT2100. If you are using the external speaker, you can
use the MONITOR VOLUME eontrol on the CT2100 to contro] the volume.

2.4 RTTY Operation

Tune the receiver for a RTTY signal ("deedle-deedletr noise). Correct
RTTY tuning is shown with a vertical tuning bar on the upper left sec-
tion of the screen; tune for maximum bar length on both RTTY tones.
If you do NOT see the tuning bar, make sure that the STATUS button is
pushed in; if sti11 no tuning bar is seen, readjust the horizontal
width and position eontrols of the monitor. Properly tuned, the bar
will have a maximum length and not change appreciably as the signal
ehanges from mark to space. A1so, the MARK, +/+, and SPACE tuning
LEDs on the CT2100 front panel can be used for tuning; the +/+ LED

should stay on and the MARK and SPAQE LEDs flash alternately. You
should now have ftprinttt of the reeeived signal on the monitor screen.
If not, try other speeds, shifts, NORM/REV, etc.

To transmit RTTY, make sure that the XI{IT AUDIO GAIN conlrol is set to
minimum, turn the transmitter on with either its TX 0N control or use
the CT2100 MAN TX control (button in). Increase the XMIT AUDIO GAIN
until some RF output is obtained, tune the transmitter if necessary,
and set the XMIT AUDIO GAIN to the reeommended power leve1 for RTTY
(see your transceiver manual). After tuning and adjusting, turn off
the transmitter (with the transmitter switch or the CT2100 MAN TX
switch (to AUTO = button out) and turn on the CT2100 KOS feature (but-
ton in). Type the text to be transmitted on the CT2100 keyboard it
will be displayed in reverse video on the bottom portion of the
screen. When you are ready to transmil, type CTRL-7 (ho1d CTRL key
down and t,ap the tt|tt key). The KOS (Keyboard Operated Swj-tch) cireuit
of t,he CT2100 w111 turn the lransmitter on and the text will be
transmitted. This text was entered using KSR or bottom line entry
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mode; spllt screen is seleeted with CTRL-I. KSR and split screen
modes are discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4 of this manual.
Programming and use of the HERE IS and IDENT messages is eovered in
sections 4.5 and 4.6. The transmitler wlll turn off automatieally
when all of the text has been transmitted and the transmit cursor is
on a blank new display 1ine. ALWAYS END A TRANSMISSI0N WITH THE NEW

LINE KEY. The transmit text may be stopped aL any time by typing
CTRL-7 again (status line on screen would go back to TX OFF indica-
tion). Word mode, word wrap-around, end-of-line sequences, KOS, IDLE'
and many other features are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2.5 Morse Operation

To use the CT2100 for Morse eode reception, press and release the
MORSE button in the DATA MODE fleld of the CT2100 front pane1.
Leave the transceiver mode in LSB for the present and tune to a Morse
code signal. When the receiver ls eorreetly tuned, the audio beat
note w111 be approximately 800 Hz and the CW LED on the CT2100 front
panel will flash in sync wlth the key-down conditlon of the slgnal.
You may monitor the code as processed by the CT2100 by switching the
MONITOR switch to OUTPUT (button in); the Morse decoding eircuit
drives the internal sidetone oscillator. Since the sidetone oscilla-
tor is frequency synthesized to 800 Hz, you may compare its frequeney
to that of ihe received signal by switching between MONITOR INPUT and
OUTPUT and adjust the receiver tuning until they match. This techni-
que gives a very accurate way of oplimizing t,he tuning. The Morse re-
eeive section of the CT2100 ls more amplitude sensitive than the RTTY
section; set the receiver audio gain so that the audio output from
the CT2100 MONIT0R OUTPUT is similar for MONITOR INPUT and OUTPUT

switch settings. Oecasionally, you may find that the Morse receive
seetion appears to have tf locked-uptt no longer displays received
characters. This is usually due to reception of a long time-duration
CW carrier; the autotrack circuit of the CT2100 is looking for some
very very slow Morse eode ! Eventually, *the autotrack circuit will ad-
just upward in speed and resume copying the reOelved signal. However'
the autotrack program can be reset for moderate speeds by pressing and
releasing the MORSE DATA MODE switch; each press resets the receive
circuitry. You will then see several ttTrt and rrEtr characters as the
autotrack program adjusts to the received signalrs speed. Correct
copy should resume within 1 to 10 characters after resetting the MORSE

button if the signal 1s correctly tuned.
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To transmit Morse code, first determine if your transmi,tter has a po-
sibive or negative voltage keying circuit. Next, connect a shielded
cable between the appropriate CT2100 CW KEY jack (POS or NEG) and the
CW KEY connection on the transceiver. Make sure that the KOS switch
of the CT2100 is off (button out) and the MAN TXIAUTO is in AUT0 posi-
tion (button out). Now, s€lect CW mode on the transceiver. Tune the
transmifter and set the CW leve1 if necessary using the K82100 BRK
key; this key gives key-down condition for as long as you hold 1t
down in Morse mode. Now, transmlt Morse code in the same manner as
explained above for RTTY, using CTRL-7 to turn the transmibted data on
or off.

Now that the basic operations of the CT2i00 have
back and read the rest of this manual.

been explored, sit
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CHAPTER 3

RECEIVING I'IITH THE CT21OO

3.1 Connecting the CT2100 to Your Receiver

Conneeting the CT2100 to your reeeiver ean be extremely simple just
hook a cable between the receiver audio output (external speaker or
phone patch output jacks) and the TTRCVR IN'r connector on the CT2100
rear panel. Most recelvers can be connected with a standard
'rhi gh-f idelityrr phono-to-phono cable , avai lab1e aL all '!HI-FIrr shops
(some receiver external speaker jacks may require an adapter, so check
out your receiver before you buy the cable). 0r, if you like to make
cables, use the phono plugs supplied in the CT2100 accessories. By
all means, use shielded cables this will reduce the chances of RFI
from the linear when you start transmitting! The CT2100 has been de-
signed to work well direcLly from the low-impedance speaker output,
but may work even better if a 500-600 ohm audio line output is avail-
ab1e. Few modern receivers include this option, but a speaker-to-line
transformer can be lnserted in the audio line if desired. If you cho-
ose to add the line transformer, pick one that will handle at least 1

to 2 Watts of audio most receivers are capable of producing enough
audio output to destroy one of those little 1/4 or 1/2 Watt rrtransis-
tor speclalstt ! Refer to Flgure 2 in the previous chapter for these
simple CT2100 conneetions; fuI1 connections are found in Figure 5 in
Chapter 5.

If you have an external monitor speaker for your receiver, you may
wish to take advantage of the built-in CT2100 audio monitor amplifler
system. To use this feature, hook the TTRCVR INtt conneetor of the
CT2100 to the reeeiver external speaker jack and plug the external
speaker itself into the "AUDIO MONITOR!| jack on the CT2100. A 2 Watt
audio amplifier in the CT2100 will now drive your external speaker (as
well as a sma1I internal monitor speaker). This internal monitor can
be switched wlth the "MONITOR INPUT/ OUTPUTil switch on the CT2100
front panel (b1ue button, lower right corner). With the button pushed
out (INPUT), the monitor lets you listen to the audi.o signal from your
recei ver , eontrolled by the front panel IrMONITOR VOLUMETT control .

Wit,h the button pushed in (OUTPUT), you can listen to your transmitted
RTTY tones or to the Morse sidetone output.

Even though we are just thinking about receiving at the present, this
ls a good time to put in a good ground between the receiver and
CT2100. Use a short, 1ow-inductance wire, preferably a 1/4n or wider
piece of shield braid. Make the ground lead as short as convenient,
direct from the CT2100 ground terminal to the receiver (or tran-
sceiver) ground terminal. Again, this is most important for
transmitter RFI protection, but it may also prevent receive RFI prob-
l-ems. By all means, USE GROUNDING TYPE AC OUTLETS this is a safety
measure that does not replace the need for a good RF ground.
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Now, connect the CT2100 to the video monitor with the coaxial cable
provided. Connect between the CT2100 "VIDEO T0 MONITORf' output and
the TV monitor "VIDEO INPUT" eonnector. You may find that your video
monitor requires an adapter between the UHF cable eonnection and the
monitor video input. You may also wish to hook an RF ground lead
between the monitor and CT2100.

Fina1ly, plug-in the AC power to the receiver, CT2100, and monitor and
turn-on the power switches to each. Proper settings for the CT2100
front panel switches will be discussed in the next sectj.on.

3.2 Receiving RTTY Signals

As a first step, preset the CT2100 front panel switches as follows:

DATA:

DISPLAY:

TXlRX
CONTROL:

MODEM:

r/o:

MONITOR:

SPEED =
MODE =
PAGE CYCLE =
LINE CYCLE =
CLEAR SCRN =
STATUS =
REV VIDEO =USOS =HDX/FDX =IDLE =
MAN TXIAUTO =
KOS =
RTTY/MODEM =
HIGH/LO1,il =
NORM/REV =
AUTO =SHIFT =
AUDI0/R5232 =
RCVE/TAPE =
N0RM/L00P =
OUTPUT/trNPUT =
VOLUME =

as turned on
BAUDOT (push in and release)
as turned on no change for now

ll ll rl ll tl lt tl

illlItIttllllt

on button in
off button out
on button in
HDX bublcn in
off button out
AUT0 button out
off button out
RTTY button in
LOW button out
N0RM button in
off button out
850 left-hand button in
AUDI0- button in
RCVE button in
NORM button in
INPUT- bqtton out
n 12 o I clockrr knob position

You should now see the following text on your TV monitor screen:

45 BD BAUDOT TX OFF USOS PZ CT2i00 Vl.x

This is the status line that indicates some of the terminal operating
conditions. The "45 BD BAUDOT'| indicales that Baudot RTTY mode has
been selected with a data rate ("speed") of 45 baud (60 wpm). The frTX

OFFrr shows that the transmitter data output has been turned off and
that text will not be transmltted. rrUSOS'r shows that the Baudot Un-
Shift-On-Space feature has been selected. rrP2tr shows that page 2, the
normal new text entry page is presently displayed. rrCT2100 V1 . xrr

icienti f ies the version of the computer program inst,alled in your
CT2100. (The ttxtt will be another number, such as "1 ,2,3, etcrt. )

If all of these indicators are as described, your CT21C0 i.s function-
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ing properly; 1f not, re-check your front panel switch settings. You
may now wish to try the LINE CYCLE switch note how the size of the
characters in the status line change when you switch between the 72
character-per-line mode and the 36 character-per-Iine mode. Select
the 72 character mode and momentarily push the PAGE CYCLE button
note how fhe page number changes from P2 to P1 and back to PZ on the
next button press. Switch to 36 character mode and note that now
there are four pages that can be selected. It is important to re-
member that new reeeived text (and keyboard typed text) ALWAYS appears
on the HIGH numbered page page 2 in 72 character line mode and page
4 ln 36 character line mode. When you are familiar with these fea-
tures, try the reverse video button interesting? There are many
display combinations you ean select with these three eonlrols. Now,
return the display to 72 character 1ines, page 2, and normal video.
(Switehing line length and video polarity is a good test of your moni-
tor a high-quality monitor will not require much lf any readjustment
when making these ehanges. )

Now, preset your reeeiver for the followlng conditions:

FREQUENCY:
ANTENNA:
MODE:
PASSBAND TUNINC:
AGC:
SELECTIVITY:
RF GAIN:
AUDIO GAIN:

14 .075 to 14 . '100 MHz

Adequate to recelve signals in above range
LSB (lower sideband)
LSB
ON SLOW

2 RHz normal SSB voiee bandwidth
Maximum
Comfortable listening 1evel see
following discussion.

If you have used the internal monitor amplifier of the CT2100, you
should set the receiver audio gain for a comfortable listening 1eveI
out of the external speaker.

If your reeeiver has an internal crystal callbrator, turn it on and
tune the receiver to it so that you get a 1 - 3 kldz audi.o beat note;
if you do not have a crystal calibrator, tune the frequency until you
get a beat note on a received carrier signal. There are four dlffer-
ent types of tuning indicators you may use on the CT2100:
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The tuning bar in the left vertical margin on the screen
The i,IARK, SPACE, and +/+ LEDs on the front panel
Audio tone comparison between the reeeived tone and the
internal transmit tones of the CT2100
A crossed-elIipse indication on an exLernal X-Y oscilloseope
(connecLed to the SCOPE MARK and SPACE rear panel connec-
tors )

Iiile will experiment with the first three bechniques at this time; the
external scope can be tried at a later time (see Chapter 5).

Tune your receiver frequency and notice that, ES the beat note fre-
quency changes, so does the length of the tunlng bar on the sereen;
also, the MARK and SPACE LEDs will alternately turn on as you tune
through thelr filters. You will need to tune s1ow1y and carefully
since the mark and space filters differ in frequency by only 850 Hz.
Note that the lower frequency audio tone (at 1275 Hz) turns on the
MARK light and peaks the tuning bar; the higher frequency tone (2125
Hz) turns on the SPACE light and gives another peak on the tuning bar.
The +/+ LED should be on for both mark and space conditi-ons.
Therefore, a correctly tuned RTTY signal will be indicated by alter-
nate fliekering of the MARK and SPACE LEDs, constant light on the +/+
LED, and by a tuning bar whose length changes 11ttle between mark and
space conditions.

Now, set the receiver tuning as accurately as you can to the MARK eon-
dition (MARK 1lght oo, tuning bar peak). Use the MONITOR INPUT/OUTPUT
switch to seleel OUTPUT (button in). The tone you hear is the
crystal-sythesized AFSK output tone from the CT2100; it should close-
1y match the frequency of your receiver beat note. Switch the
INPUT/0UTPUT button back and forth and compare the tone frequencies
you hear. It may be neeessary to slightly adjust the receiver and
monitor volume controls so that so that the INPUT and OUTPUT volume
levels match this adjustment of the r6ceive -volume is the correct
setting. (The OVLD LED should not be on since it indicates an exces-
sive reeeiver volume control setting. ) You can actually tune the re-
ceiver so that itrs beat note matches that of the CT2100 AFSK tone.
This teehnlque will assure you of true transceive operalion if used
carefully (assuming your transceiverts RF circuits are adjusted for
true transceive frequency match). Try the same test with the receiver
tuned for the space tone.

Next, turn-off the reeeiver calibrator (or tune away from the carrier)
anci select 17A shift (170 SHIFT button in). Tune the recelver while
llstening through the monitor speaker (}4ONITOR set for INPUT button
out) until you flnd a moderately strong amateur RTTY signal (identi-
fied by the characteristie tfdeedle-deedlert tones). With careful tun-
ing you should be able lo tune so that the tuning bar is near fuIl
length anci the MARK and SPACE light flicker alternately. A1so, the

1.
2.
?
)o

4.
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+/+ LED should stay on and the received tones should mateh the CT2100
internal tones (switeh INPUT/OUTPUT back and forth). You should now
See understandable text on the screen. If you don I t, try the
NORM/REVERSE switch if this corrects the reception, double check
your receiver settings to be sure you really are receiving LSB and not
USB. If this doesntt give you good "pritrttt, try increasing the CT2100
speed, trying both NORM and REV polarities for each speed. Speeds are
changed with the INC (for increase) and DEC bultons; each press and
release will increment to the next speed up or down. If you hold the
button in, fhe CT2100 will continue changing speeds until it is re-
leased. The current speed is shown on the status line on the screen.
If you still eanft make sense out of the display, try the ASCII code
aL 110 baud, €ither polarity. If all the combinations of MODE, SPEED,
and NORM/REV fai1, tune to another station, you have probably tuned-ln
an encrypted signaMune around the 20 meter amateur band and get
used to tuning-in RTTY signals. Itts dlfficult at first, but becomes
much easier with some practice !

If you have a general coverage recelver, you may now wish to try re-
ceiving short-wave press RTTY signals. Commereial press RTTY stations
can often be found on frequencies aroundt 5.2 MHz, 5.4 MHz, 5.8 MHz,
6.8 MHz, 7.5 MHz, 7.8 MHz, 8.0 MHz, 9.0 MHz, 9.4 MHz, 9.8 MHz, 10.2
MHz, 10.5 MHz, 10.8 MHz, 11.1 MHz, 11.5 MHz, 12.2 MHz, 13.5 MHz, 14.5
MHz, 14.9 MHz, 15 .5 MHz, 15 .9 MHz 16 .2 MHz, 16 .4 MHz, 17 .3 l4[z, 1T .5
MHz, 18 .2 MHz, 18 .4 MHz, 18 .7 MHz, and 19 .0 to 20 .5 MHz ( plus
others!). Commercial .RTTY stations will operate with either 850 or
425 Hz shift and may have speeds of 45 (60 wpm), 50 (67 wpm) , 57 (75
wpm), or 74 (100 wpm) baud, Baudot eode. The signals may be of either
signal polarity, so try both NORM and REV eonditlons. There may be a

few commercial press stations operating at 110 baud ASCII, also.
Tuning these commercial stations will require some patience due to the
wide variety of shifts, speeds, and polarities used.

The receive non-overprint feature will automatically place charaeters
on the next line of the screen if more than TZ (or 36) characters are
received between line feed characters. The word wrap-around feature
prevents the splitting in such cases, transfering the entire last word
to the next line. To further prevent overprint, the reeeive section
ignores all received carriage return (CR) characters and always exe-
cutes a carriage return and line feed (LF) whenever a LF character is
recei ved.

3.3 Low Tones or High Tones?

So far we have only used one
eombinations. You may wish
push the HIGH/LOW button in.
audio tones) are rea11y
used since the early days of

of the four possible CT2100 demodulator
to switch to the RTTY I'high-tonerr option

The ithigh tonest' (for higher-frequeney
the traditional standard U.S. RTTY tones,
amateur RTTY. The ttlow lonesrr are the
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IARU international standard are used extensively in most other coun-
tries of the world. When receiving (or transmitting) on the HF bands
(3-30 MHz), €ither set of tones will work sj.nce you tune the receiver
to produce the desired beat note frequency. However, when AFSK modu-
laiion is added to an FM or AM signal, you musl be prepared to reeeive
the same tone frequencies as those used by the transmitting station
(the AM or FM receiver does not use a BFO to produce the audio tone).
In the United States, the long-standing VHF AFSK tone standard has
been to use the 'rhigh tonestt (2125 Hz mark and 2295, 255A, or 2975 Hz

spaee); you must use a high-tone demodulator to be compatible ! In
Europe, in particular, the reverse standard is developing the IARU

'fIow tonen (1275 Hz mark and 1445, 1700, or 2125 Hz space) is the
standard to be observed. The two system are basically incompatible
for VHF AFSK operalion ! Due to 1ow-pass filter parameters, use of
data rates greater than 150 BAUD is not recommended when rrhighrr or
rtlow'r tone demodulator combinations are used; the MODEM TONES should
be used for higher data rates as explained in Section 3.4.

Each tone set has ils advantages and disadvantages the CT2100 lets
you choose the optimum combination for your station. Some of the eon-
siderations for each tone set are as follows:

HIGH TONES (Mark = 2125 Hz, Spaee = 2295,2550, or 2975 Hz):

Advantages:
1. High tones are the U.S. VHF AFSK standard their use

is required for compatibility when operating VHF AFSK in
the U.S. A hlgh tone demodulator may be used for both
VHF and HF use in the United States.

2. When high tones are used on HF, using tones into a LSB
transmitter audio input (microphone or phone patch input

see Chapter 4), there may be less problems with spuri-
ous signals (usua11y due to overdrivi.ng the transmitter
audio stages). Since the tone frequencies are high, the
harmonies and most distortion products occur at audio
frequencies beyond the audio passband of the transmitter
and should therefore not 5e tranpmitted.

Disadvantages:
1. The relatively high audio frequencies used in the high

tone set may not fa1I within the audio frequency res-
ponse of the receiver or transmitter. In general, the
standard amateur shift, 170 Hz, will pass most current
receivers and transmitters (tfre Collins S-Li.ne is an ex-
ception). However, few pieces of equipment will pass
the tones for both reeeiving and transmitting 425 or 850
shift with high tones (tfre Drake TR-7 is an exception).
The use of high tone demodulators for HF RTTY is there-
fore restricted to transmission of just 170 shift, and
only receivers lncorporating either a variable BFO or
pass-band tuning wi.11 receive all three shifts.

2. Hieh tones are not the IARU standard and will not be
compatible with VHF AFSK in many countries of the world.
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LOW TONES (Mark = 1275 Hz, Space = 1445, 1700, or 2125 Hz):

Advantages:
1. Low tones are the IARU international standard and their

use assures compatibillty with VHF AFSK operations in
many areas of the world.

2. Low tones can be used with virtually all SSB receivers
and transmitters for all three standard shifts.
Variable BFO or passband tuning features are not re-
quired to assure good recepti.on of 425 and 850 Hz shlft
stations.

Dl sadvantages:
'l . Low tones are not compatible with existing U.S. VHF

AFSK operations. Since there ls a great deal of high
tone AFSK equipment already in use in the United States
and neighboring countries, it is unreasonable to expeet
that the U.S. standard will shift to low tones.

2. When 1ow tones are used with a LSB transmitter to gener-
ate F1 RTTY emlssions (see Chapter 4), there is a strong
probabillty that over-drivlng the transmitter audio and
modulator stages will result in spurious harmonics and
mixer products that will be radiated. 0f coursef these
problems will not occur if the audio drive IeveI is
properly set.

Although you may develop your own personal preferences, w€ recommend
that you consider the following operating conditions as a starting
point:

In the United States:

Use HIGH tones for all VHF AFSK amateur communicatlons
normal 170 Hz shift HF operation; use LOW tones when
HF commercial RTTY statlons unless you have a receiver
variable pitch BFO or with IF pqss-band tuning. The
applies to use of the older Collins S-Linc equipment
tones for all HF operations, amateur or commercial.

In Europe (and all other areas where IARU standards apply):

and for
recei ving

with a

excepti on
use LOW

Use LOW tones exclusively for both VHF AFSK and HF operations.
The only exception would be when you communicate with another VHF

AFSK station who is using HIGH tones.
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3.4 Modem Tones

In addition to inclusion of both HIGH and LOW RTTY demodulator circu-
its, 'bhe CT2100 also has provisions for reception and transmi.ssion of
two different, sets of data-type modem tones. These tones are the same
as the half-duplex tones used in the United States for phone-line com-
munications of computer data. The tones are patterned after the rr103

Modemtr or the n2O2 Modemtt standards. The tt 103 Modemrr uses tones of
1270 Hz for mark and 1070 Hz for space and may be used at data rates
up through 300 baud. These tones are selected when the RTTY/MODEM and
HIGH/LOW switch buttons are out. The tt202 Modem" uses tones of 1200
Hz mark and 22OO Hz space and may be used for data rates through 1200
baud. These tones are selected when the RTTY/MODEM switch is out and
when the HIGH/L0W swltch is in. The NORM/REV switch functions as be-
fore, reverslng t,he polarity of the input and output signals. The
SHIFT switch has no function when MODEM is selected. The AUTO feature
functions when the MODEM TONES are selected, operating off the rrcar-
rler detecttt signal from the modem integrated circuits. Also' the
MARK and SPACE lamps sti11 function in M0DEM mode, but the +/+ lamp,
Sereen tuning bar, and external scope outputs have no meaning for this
mode. In summary:

MODEM + LOW = 1270 Hz Mark, i070 Hz Space (up to 300 baud)

MODEM + HIGH = 1200 Hz Mark, 2200 l1z Space (up to 1200 baud)

These demodulator options have been included in the CT2100 to al1ow
transmission of higher data rates with VHF AFSK bechniques. It is an-
ticipated bhat the primary application of these modem tones will be
for the exchange of large quantiiies of text or data at high data
rates, probably using ihe ASCII computer code; Baudot may also be
used in areas where the high data rates are a11owed. U.S. FCC ama-
teur regulations presently do not permit amateur use of Baudot at data
rates exceeding 74 baud (100 wpm). -

The tt103 Modemft and n202 Modem[ circuitry of the CT2100 use phase-loek
types of demodulators which work well for VHF AFSK and phone line ser-
vice, but will not give the interference rejection of the conventional
RTTY HIGH or LOW tone demodulators in HF applications. Therefore, it
is recommended that the MODEM tones be used primarily for strong slg-
na1, low noise VHF AFSK applications.
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3.5 Receiving Morse Code

Morse code reception with the CTz100 requires very 1ittle change in
switch settings from those used for RTTY in section 3.2i just change
the DATA MODE to MORSE from BAUDOT or ASCII and retune the receiver to
a CW (Morse code) signal. In case you have lost track of the settings
or have jumped to this section of the manual, here are the CT2100 and
reeeiver settings again:

cT2100 :

DATA:

DlSPLAY:

MODE

SPEED
PAGE CYCLE

LINE CYCLE
CLEAR SCRN

STATUS
USOS

HDX/FDX
IDLE
MAN TXIAUTO
KOS

RTTY/MODEM
HIGH/LOW
NORM/REV
AUTO

SHIFT
AUDIO/R5232
RCVE/TAPE
NORM/LOOP

OUTPUT/INPUT
VOLUME

MORSE (press-in and release button)
as turned on Q0 wpm transrnit speed)
as turned on no change for now (P2)

ttn
rttl

il rr rt rt " (72)
nllllilll

affect CW

affeet CW

lltt
llil

TXlRX
CONTROL:

MODEM:

r /o:

MONITOR:

FREQUENCY:
ANTENNA:
MODE:
PASSBAND TUNING:
AGC:
SELECTIVITY:
RF GAIN:
VOLUME:

on button in
either posltion does not
HDX button in
off button out
AUTO button out
off button out
either position does not

rtilllll

lltllllltlll

any ll ft lt ll ll

AUDIO button in
RCVE button in
NORM button in
INPUT button out
n12 of cloektr knob position

You should see the following text on the stalus line of the monitor:

20 WPM MORSE TX OFF WT=4 P2 CiEIOO V{.X

RECEIVER:

14.000 to 14.080 MHz

Adequate to receive signals in above range
LSB or USB (do not select CW filter, yet)
Match above sideband
ON SLOW

2 klHz normal SSB filter
Maximum
Comfortable listening level

The information in the status line takes on a slightly different mean-
ing when Morse eode is selected. The n20 WPMtt speed notation refers
to transmit speed only the CT2100 reeeive system automatically aci-
justs to match the speed of the received signal. Also, the trWT:4" no-
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tation refers to the 'tweighttt of the Morse code
feature will be iurther discussed in Section 4.7 .

transmitted. This

There are two tuning monitors available to indicate correet receiver
tunlng for Morse receptlon the CW LED on the CT2100 front pane1, and
audio tone frequency comparison using the internal audio monitor. The
CT2100 receive circuit is designed to lock onto an 800 Hz tone, so
tune your receiver until the CIi LED flashes in sync with the CW signal
(key down = tone on = LED on). When the CT2100 is receiving CW si$-
na1s, the filtered and detected Morse data is connected to both the
microprocessor for decoding and to the CW side-tone oscillator. Thus
the received CW signal is regenerated in the CT2100 and you may list,en
to the processed signal simply by seleeting MONITOR OUTPUT. A1so,
since the CH side-tone is frequency synthesized to 800 Hz, the desired
receive CW tone, you ean do a very accurate frequency comparison
between the receiver signal and the regenerated signal by switchi.ng
back and forth between MONITOR INPUT and MONITOR OUTPUT. Try this on
a few signals you will soon find out that Morse tuning can be very
easy! It is highly recommended that you use an external monitor
speaker since the low-frequency response of the CTz100 internal speak-
er is limited.

The CT2100 uses a heberodyne phase-lock loop (PLL) detection circuit,
adjusted for a center-frequency of 800 Hz, the common audio tone
eenter frequency for CW filters in modern receivers and transceivers.
At normal receiver volume 1eveIs, the PLL will track frequeney varia-
tions over at least a + or 100 Hz range and is therefore quite to-
lerant of slight tuning errors and it will track slight frequency
drift of the received signal or compensate for receiver drift. At
hlgh volume 1eve1s, the PLL bandwidth tends to increase to as mueh

as + or 250 Hz; at low Ievels, the bandwidth reduees. Therefore,
with interferenee, try to use a lower rather than higher receiver vo-
lume control setting. Since the PLL is aligned to 800 Hz, the same

frequeney as the CT2100 Morse side-tone, using the MONITOR circuit to
match received tone to CT2100 sidetone is a very accurate way to geL

optimum results from the PLL detector. *-

Tuning indicators that are used for RTTY are not used in Morse recep-
tion, even though you may continue to get indications on lhe MARK'

+/+, or SPACE LEDts. Likewise, the external RTTY scope, if connected,
rnay sti1l show patterns, but for frequencies matching the RTTY demodu-
lator flLters, not the Morse receive filter. The tuning bar used for
RTTY is not active for Morse reception, The OVLD LED will be lit lf
you have too high an audio 1evel from the receiver. This light should
not come on under normal operating volume leveIs. Try to adjust your
receiverfs volume control so that lhe monitor audio output leveI i.s
the same for INPUT or OUTPUT switch positions.

Aft,er you have mastered tuning of the Morse eode signal, you may no-
tice that what shows up on the screen doesntt always make the best of
sense at first glance I This is usually due to the fact that human op-
erators often send irnperfeet code! When we copy Morse code with oun
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ears and decode in our brains, we can be adaptive and translate whaf
the sending operator itmeant to sendtr instead of what actually was
sent. The most blatant examples of this are run-together characters
and incorreet spacing between letters and words. It is very easy for
the transmitting operator to get in a hurry and run some letters to-
gether particularly on something he I s transmilted often like rrCQrr or
his own eaII. Since we are also good Morse operators who have sent
ItCQrr and call letters often, w€ adapt when receiving by ear and inter-
pret what was intended. The mieroprocessor, oo the other hand, ls
looking for some long CW eharacter (ti.Xe -o-o--.- for CQ) that doesnft
exist: it therefore does not display anything! Sim11ar1y, it is a

very common thing to insert longer t,han normal pauses between }etters,
especially when using a straight key to send Morse. The computer in-
terprets these pauses as spaces between words and puts a space on the
screen. When receiving by ear, we tend to group the letters received
into recognizable words, ignoring irregularities in spacing. In these
two cases in particular, the computer is a severe critic and rrprlnts
fem as it hears remrt! 0n the other hand, the Morse decoding programs
are very tolerant of weight variations and will usually correctly de-
cipher a heavy Itswing fistff (sometimes ca1led a ttLake Erie swingrt).
This type of ttinterface timing" problem will occur with all computer
decoding of hand-sent Morse code, much as it will on RTTY if improper
or irregular timing is used.

You may notice that sometlmes the Morse reception appears to stop or
be ftlocked-uptt. This is usually caused by reception of a carrier for
some period of time. The automatic speed tracking program of the
CT2100 interprets the long carrier as very slow CW and adiusts the
speed tracking system for very very slow Morse code. The CT2100 will
eventually readjust the speed tracking back up to the correct signal
speed. However, the proeess is accelerated by resetting the tracking
circuit. To reset the Morse recelve system, press and release the
MORSE button. You will now receive a few rrTtr and ?rErr characters as
the speed readjusts.

A1so, Morse eode reception is particulacly susceptable to interference
when the transmitting stationrs key is up (between dots and dashes or
between letters and words). Comparing RTTY and Morse techniques for
the moment, recal1 that the RTTY signal is sent by frequency shifting
a signal (tfre RF signal for HF, and audio tone for VHF AFSK); for ei-
ther mark or space RTTY data eonditions, there is a definite signal
transmitted. 0n Morse code, the transmitter carrier is turned on when
the key is down (mark), but when the key is up (space), there is no
signal to be received; your receiver and particularly the automatie
Morse deteetion circuits are now rrwide-opentr to reception of noise,
other slgnals, etc. This ls a basic disadvantage of on-off A1 type
emission we use for Morse versus the Fl or F3 emissions we use for
RTTY. If we used F1, frequency shift keying for Morse transmission
(as do many commercial networks), automatic CW reeption would be much
improved. Here again, when we copy CW by ear, we are adaptive and
tttune-outtt interference and noise in the pauses between dots and
dashes; the computer looks at all signals!
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Therefore, it is not realisLic to assume t,hat, the compuLer will do aiL
t,he worx of l,lorse reeepLion f or you, especially when recei ving less
t,Lran perfect Cl.'l! On Ehe other hand, if you tune to another sLa[ion
using a keyboard or a professional Cl'I operator (such as on rhe
ship-uo-shore frequencies), the CT2100 wiII dispiay received l'lorse
wi-[h c]ose to RTTY-]ike perfecEion.

If your receiver has a narrow-bandwidt,h Chl filLer, you may now trish Lo

try it for CW reception. Tuning Lhe signai wj.Il be a loc more criti-
cal , but you may improve the ttcopytt noticeably if interference has
been a problem. Conversely, the narrow filter rnay accually degrade
the copy, especially if the narrow filter itrings" on noise! The de-
gree of problem caused by filter ringing varies with the filter, r€-
eeiver, and noise condibions, so you wiII want to experiment with your
own equipment. Often, the effecbs of noise, both with or without a

narrow filter, can be minimized by reducing the RF gain control until
the AGC no longer controls fhe receiver gain, increasing bhe receiver
volume control as required to maintain copy. This techniQU€, of
course, makes the reeeive system more susceptible to fading (ttQSB'!)

an,J will require more active participation on your part in adjustment
of the RF gain control. Good l4orse recepLion will require some pati-
ence and practice uniil you ttget the hang of itrr.
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CHAPTER 4

TRANSMITTING WITH THE CT21OO

This seetion of the manual will discuss the transmitting fealures of
the CT21OO. Extensive use will be made of transmitting using the
Morse mode and the cTZ100 | s internal side-tone monitor to illustrate
various transmit aetions. Unless otherweise noted, all actions demon-

strated while in Morse mode also apply to RTTY modes.

4.1 The K82100 Keyboard

The KB21OO accessory for the CT21OO is a smaIl separate unit, attached
to the CT21OO through a coil, telephone-type cord. This keyboard can

be placed on the operating table, oF you may prefer to try the rreasy

chairtt approach, holding the keyboard in your Iap.

As shown in Figure 3, the K82100 has 59 keys, arranged similar to
those on a standard typewriter with frextrafr control keys to the left
and right of the alphanumeric group. Two, three, or four different
characters may be typed by using the SHIFT, CTRL (control), or SHIFT

with CTRL keys in conJunction with the white keys. The actual char-
acters or funetions generated with each combination varies to some de-
gree with the code selected (ASCII, BAUDOT, or MORSE); details of
these special combinations will be explained more fu11y in Section
4 .7 , 4.8, and 4.9 .

In general, use the K82100 as you would a typewriLer, making use of
ihe SHIFT key when required. For example, typing on just the rrlrr key
will enter a number 1 for transmitting; SHIFT-|! 1rr would enter an exc-
lamation point, ttltt, As on a typewrifer, hold the SHIFT down while
striking the seeond key. Similarly, when ASCII is used, striking ttcrt

will enter a lower ease t,B,t, SHIFT-ttGn ari upper-case ltcrr' and CTRL-rrGrr

will transmit the eode for the signal bell. The double combination'
SHIFT-CTRL-"GI is not used on this particular key and wilI therefore
not enter any character for transmission. The KB2100 has an automatie
repeat feature any key combination held down for more than 1 /2 sec-
ond will be repeated at the approximate raLe of 7 characters per sec-
ond. Dontt 1et your fingers rest with a key down, oF you may have a

whole screen-fu11 !

The standard alphabet, numbers, and punctuation symbols are all locat-
ed on white eolored keytops; the biack keys are for control or spe-
eial uses. Starting in the top row, the black IDENT key is used to
insert a Morse code call identification for amateur radio use when

transmitting a RTTY codes. This key will always produce a Morse code
output, regardless of whether ASCII, BAUDOT, or MORSE is selected. As

will be discussed in Secfion 4.5, the message transmif,ted by the IDENT

key is the same as programmed for the left-hand HERE IS key in the top
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row. The two HERE IS keys are used to transmit two different
user-programmed identiflcation messages. The use and programming of
these functions is also ciiscussed ln Section 4,5. The ESC kev is an
ASCII code character and will be discussed in Section 4.9.

The NEW LINE key is a speclal feature, eommon to HAL electronic key-
boards. When Morse code is being typed, the NEW LINE key simply se-
lects the next line of the display for typing; no extra eharacters
are lnserted. The CT2100 does, however assume that the end of a line
eolncides with the end of a word and inserts a word space pause before
the flrst charaeter of the next 1lne is transmitted. Since the CT2100
has the word wrap-around feature for both receive and transmlt, you
need never use the NEW LINE key for Morse. When ASCII eode is select-
ed (and HDX- half-duplex is also selected), use of the NEW LINE key
generates the ASCII characters for both a carrlage return (CR) and a
line feed (LF), eliminating the need to type both instructions.
Special considerations involving the NEW LINE key and HDX or FDX modes
are discussed ln Section 4.9. When BAUDOT code is used, the NEW LINE
key generates three eharacters in this sequence: carriage return,
line feed, letters (CR-LF-LTRS). This sequence assures that the re-
ceiving printer has completed its transition to the left coluum of the
next line and ls in condition to receive letters (LTRS), rather than
figures (FIGS) characters. Further details are given in Section 4.8.

The RUB OUT key (just below the NEW LINE key), Bllows you to edit any
errors you may have made whl1e typing. Eaeh operation of the RUB OUT

key will baek-up the keyboard eursor one space, removing any char-
acters previously oecupying that position. Use of the RUB OUT is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 4.3.

The BRK (break) key a11ows testing of the radio transmitter system.
The BRK key must always be used with either SHIFT or CTRL (or both)
keys; this avoids accidental mistyping. In Morse mode, the BRK key
gives a continuous transmitter key-down (on the air) condition for as
long as you hold the BRK (and SHIFT or CTRL) down. This feature can
be used to tune or check the tuning of ftre transmitter or antenna sys-
tem, or for spotting when separate receiver and transmitter are used.
Actual1y, eaeh momentary operation of BRK produces an approximate 1

second burst of key down; holding the BRK key down gives multipIe,
uninterrupted, periods of one second. THE BRK KEY WORKS WHETHER TX
OUTPUT IS TURNED 0N 0R OFF (as indicated on the screen status line).
The operation of BRK in ASCII and BAUD0T codes is similar, exeept that
it produces a continuous space signal condition while it is held down,
again independent of transmitter output conditlon. For RTTY, this a1-
lows testing of the space signals and is used in some equipment to
trigger accessories.

Special use is made of the CTRL and SHIFT-CTRL eombinations with the
top row of white keys (123U567890-[e). The labeling on the K82100 ca-
binet, above the keytops, applies to use of the CTRL key with the top
row keys. The CTRL-1 combination turns the SPLIT SCREEN option on and
off, as explained in Section 4.4. CTRL-5 wif,h a third key al1ows you
to set the weight, or dot-to-dash ratio, of the transmitfed Morse
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code, as explained in Seetion U.7. CTRL-6 turns the ASCII CAPS-LK

feature on or off; the ASCII code allows eilher transmission of both
upper and lower case letters or of only upper case leLuers CAPS LK) as
explained in Seetion 4.9. CTRL-7 turns the CT2100 transmit text con-
trol on or off as will be explained in Section 4.3 and 4.4. CTRL-B

inserLs a string of 36 RYRYRYRY ( or Ur(UnU*U* for ASCII ) charaeters
into the transmit area for testing of equipment. CTRL-B likewise in-
serts the slandard THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG I S BACK

0123456789 test message. CTRL-0 inserts a string of four CQ char-
acters.

As will be explained in Section 4.5, SHIFT-CTRL-HERE IS is used to
program the identlfication messages. If you have installed the
MSG2100 option, SHIFT-CTRL-1 through SHIFT-CTRL-8 are used to transmit
the contents of the eight message segments of the trbrag taperr ROM.

Use of the MSG2100 is discussed in Section 4.6 and program specifica-
tion in the Appendlx.

4.2 Transmit Features

In addition to the features discussed above wilh regard to the K82100'
the CT210O with KB2100 offers many transmit features, giving a great
deal of operational flexibility. These features will be discussed in
detail throughout thls chapter, but here is a summary of the most im-
portant ones. .

Text typed on the KB2100 can be entered into the CT2100 in eilher nKSR

Modett or ttsplit Screen Modetr. As explained in Section 4.3, typed text
is entered on the bottom line of Page 2 (or Page 4 in 36 characier
rine mode) when KSR mode is used. up to the total 3456 charaeters may

be typed in this manner, but only when you are not also using the
screen for reeeiving. The ttsplit Screen Modett sets aside the bottom
12 lines for fext eomposure and allows pre-typing of transmit text,
even while receiving, thus giving a type_of ASR operation. Use of the
Sp1it Screen is explained in section 4.4. .

When the CT2100 is used for RTTY with ASCII or BAUDOT codes, You may

select either half duplex (HDX) or fu1l duplex (fDX) modes of opera-
tion. HaIf duplex is the normal mode for amateur RTTY operation the
receive and transmit seetions of the CT2100 are linked so that text is
shown in the reeeive area (ttlocal echort) as it is transmibted. Thus,
your receive display or printer shows the received text plus your
transmitted reply. Fu11 duplex is sometimes used with computers re-
ceive and send data circuifs are completely separate and no internal
connections are made to trechotr transmit text onto the reeeive display.
Often, the computer provides the ftremote echort, sending lhe transmit-
ted characters back to the receive display as it interprets thern.
This provides a visual check on the quaLity of the communications cir-
cuit belween the terminal and the computer. Use of FDX and its spe-
cial consider ations are discussed in Seetion 4.10.
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Radio amateur RTTY stations often intermix eleetronie video systems
with o1der, loop current operated RTTY machines. The CT2100 provides
a RTTY loop output cireuit that can be used fo drive external prinbers
and tape perforators (external loop power supply required). Special
provision is also ineluded so that these external, loop operated dev-
ices ean be used to generate transmit text and drive the AFSK transmit
tone cireuitry of the CTz100. Thus the RTTY machine keyboard or tape
distributor (TD) can also be used. The N0RM/L00P front panel switch
a}lows receptlon on loop devices in the NORM position (button in) and
will transmit data from loop devices in the L00P position. Further
diseussion of this feature will be found in Section 4.12.

Synchronous id1e, or ttdiddletr transmit fill characters can be added
for ASCII, Baudot, or Morse with the IDLE front panel switch. This
feature is most convenient in RTTY modes (ASCII and Baudot), providing
a continuous stream of non-print,ing characters during pauses in typing
when a continuous mark signal would otherwlse be transmitted. Under
noisy condiilons, this helps the RTTY machine at the receiving station
maintain synch, reducing the error characters ( trhi tsrt ) . Thi s feature
is most useful when talking to stations using mechanical machines and
is discussed in more detail in Section 4.1 1.

An automatic transmit-reeeive control circuit is provided so that the
CT2100 can control the transmit-recelve operation of the station,
turning the transmitter on when text is to be transmitted and off when
transmlssion is complete. The KOS feature (for Keyboard Operated
Switch) :.s discussed in Section 4.13.

The CTz100 can transmit (and receive) from various I/O (Input/Output)
devices using several different T/O interfaces. For example, data can
be interfaced from audlo sources (receiver, transmltter, tape record-
er), RTTY loop devices (KSR, ASR, and paper tape machine), or with
RS232 data connections (eomputer, some machines, and modems). Use of
these 7/O connections 1s discussed in Chapter 5.

4.3 Use of the KSR Keyboard Entry Mode

To dernonstrate the use of the CT2100 transmit features, you will neeci
to hook-up the K82100 to the CT2100 and have the video monitor also
connected to the CT2100. You may also wlsh to have an external speak-
er connected to the AUDIO MONITOR jack on the CT2100. No other con-
nections to a receiver, transmilter, or other piece of equipment is
necessary at this time. To demonstrate the MSG2100 ffbrag-tape" fea-
ture, it will be necessary to have installed the ROM as described in
the Appendix; all other features will function as descrlbed without
this ROM, however.
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MORSE (press-in and reiease button)
as turned on (20 wpm xmt sPeed)
il rr tt - no change for now ( P2 )
rr rr r n rt tt , (72)
It rt rt rr It lt lt

on button in
on button in (does not affect CW)

HDX button in
off button out
AUTO button out
off button out

DATA:

DISPLAY:

TXlRX
CONTROL:

MODEM:

r /o:

MONITOR:

cT2100

MODE =
SPEED =
PAGE CYCLE =
LINE CYCLE =
CLEAR SCRN =
STATUS =
USOS =
HDX/FDX =
IDLE =
MAN TXIAUTO =
KOS =
RTTY/MODEM =
HIGH/LOW =
N0RM/REV =
AUTO =
SHIFT =
AUDI0/R5232 =
RCVE/TAPE =
NORM/L0OP =
OUTPUT/INPUT =
VOLUME =

RTTY button in
HIGH button in
NORM buEton in
on button in
170 button in
AUDIO button in
RCVE button in

not affeet
nll

'lll
It ll

tlll

( does c]i'I)
il

n

ll

It

il

tl
ll

It

NORM button in (does not affect CW)

OUTPUT button in
n 12 o I clocktr knob position

Press and release the CLEAR SCRN bubton on fhe CT2100 to clear-out any

text lhat may remain on the screen. Now, type a line of text on the
keyboard such asftNow is the time for all good mentr(do not use the
NEW LINE key at this time). ff . l'lotice how the texl youf ve typed is
displayed with reverse video compared to the text in the status 1lne
typed text always shows reverse to that reeeived. Also note that all
the letters typed are eapitalized this is because there is no upper/
lower ease in Morse code; Baudot is the same. ASCII code, however,
does have valid codes for both upper ang lower case letters and either
may be typed. Now, transmit the text by using the CTRL-7 key combina-
tion (push and hold CTRL key while pressing and releasing the 7 key).
The words should now be transmitted in Morse code at 20

words-per-minute (wpm) and you should hear the CW in the CT2100

side-tone monitor output (re-adjust the MONITOR VOLUME if necessary).
You may have noticed that all of the text except the last word ItMENrr

was transmitted. The CT2100 uses the "WORD MODE'| to transmit text a

word is not transmitted until the next word is started. To test this,
type the next word ttTOtr and notice that now frMENtt is transmitted, 3s

indieated by the CW sidetone and by the moving transmit cursor.
Within a gi,ren line, the CT2100 transmits one word behind the key-
board. To send the last word in a line, simply use the NEW LINE key
to end that line and start another.

Now type more words !'COME T0 THE AID'| and stop typing. The CT2i00
t,ransmits all bul the last word, "AID"; you can now use the RUB OUT

key tc back-up and erase the word 'rAIDft before it is transmitfed, and
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correct any spelling errors or mistyped characters. This is the ad-
vantage of word mode. Next, try fyping several lines of text, 1-etting
the transmit output continue. At 20 wpm Morse speeri, it is fairly
easy to get several lines ahead of the transmitted data. Try using
the RUB OUT key now and note that you can back-up several words for
corrections. In fact, you may back-up clear to the transmit output
cursor if you choose. End your current iine of lyping wi.th a NEW LINE
key and let the transmitted Morse cateh up to the keyboard.

Turn on the synchronous idle feature by pushing in the IDLE button.
At first, there is no visi.ble difference. However, type a couple of
words without using [he NEW LINE key. Note that all but the last word
is transmitted as before, but now, when the output pauses ahead of the
last word typed, repeated BT characters are inserted. Type another
word and lhe previously held word is transmitted and it reverts to the
BT character. Although this IDLE feature is of dubious value for
Morse code, this demonstrates the use of synchronous idle (or |tdid-
dlert) for RTTY. Now type a NEW LINE key and stop. Note that the last
word on the previous line is transmitted and the transmitted output
stops with no more BT character insertions; touch the space bar or
another character and the BT IDLE character starts again. Therefore,
it is very important to remember to send the NEW LINE key as the very
last key operatlon when ending a transmission; otherwise, your CT2100
may sti11 be in transmit mode, awaiting another key press, rather than
reeeiving signals. This ean be extremely confusing in RTTY, especial-
1y 1f you arenft listening to your out,put tones (normal) ! ALWAYS END

A TYPED TRANSMISSION WITH ''NEW LINE'' AS THE LAST KEY PRESSED ! NOw,

turn off the IDLE feature (button out).

This rrKSRrr or tfBottom Llne Entrytt mode is very convenient to use and
is very mueh like what you would use on a KSR (Keyboard Send-Receive)
RTTY machine. In this mode, you may pretype up to the maximum CT2100
screen capacity of 48 lines of 72 characters each, a tolal of 3456
characters (this could also be 96 lines of 36 characters if that mode

were selected). However, ds on the KSR fype RTTY machines, you may do
only one thing at a time, compose keyboard texL or reeeive text on the
screen. Aetua11y, os on the HAL DS2000 and D62050, you may type key-
board characters while receiving. The screen will show an lnterleav-
ing of reeeived characters and reversed video transmit characters.
When you enable transmit output with CTRL-7, the CT2100 will then
pick-out the reversed video charaeters and transmlt them on1y.
However, this ean be very confusing and may not be all that useful for
normal operat,lon! The CT2100 has another mode that is much more con-
venient for prelyping of transmit text the split-screen mode.

4.4 Use of the Split Screen Keyboard Mode

To enable the split-screen keyboard feature, type CTRL-I . Notice on
the screen that the previous texl is all shiffed to the rniddle of the
screen on page 2 (P2) and that there is an arrow at mici-screen. The
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arrow indicates lhe bottom line of the receive area of the screen.
The last 12 lines of page 2 are now devoted to pre-typing on the key-
board. Turn off the CT2100 transmit outpui by typing CTRL-7 again
(see TX oFF in the status line). Pretype several lines of transmit
text note how typing is entered at mid-screen and continues on down-

ward. You now have up to 12 lines available for pretyping.

Enable the transmit output with CTRL-7 and notice how transmitted text
is written onto the bottom line of the receive screen area as it is
output. A1So, a line is removed from the transmit area as it is
transmitted. (You may wish to increase the CW speed with the INC but-
ton to speed-up the process ! ) Keep typing while text is being
transmitted lhe new characters are added to the end of the previous
text.

Turn off the transmit output again with CTRL-7. Pretype several lines
into the transmit section. Notice that the H, J, K, and I keys have

additional legends of ttBS, LF, VT, and HT", respectively. In spli't
screen mode, these keys with the CTRL key allow you to move fhe key-
board cursor around on the screen without destroying the text that is
already in position. Thus, you can move the cursor back to a word and

change or remove a letter. You cannot, however, add spaces or char-
acters within a line without re-typing the balance of that line. The

cursor controls are:

CTRL-H (BS) = Back-space, move cursor one position left
CTRL-J (LF) = Line-feed, move cursor one line down

CTRL-K (VT) = Vertical-tab' move eursor up one line
CTRL-I (HT) = Horizontal-tab, move cursor one space right
CTRL-L(FF)=Form-feed,CLEARENTIRETXSCREENAREA!

Obviously, b€ very careful about using CTRL-L: it can be very frus-
trating! Thls points up a sma11 difference between split- screen and

KSR modes. In KSR mode, the front panel CLEAR SCRN button will clear
the entire screen, transmit and receive text. In split-screen mode,

the CLEAR SCRN button clears ONLY the receive section of the screen;
use CTRL-L (FF) to clear the transmit ar6a of the screen.

When using the CTRL-H,J,K,or I keys to move the cursor around, b€ sure

to return the cursor to the end of the texb when done. The CT2100

will transmil text only up to the location of ihe keyboard eursor on

the screen.

The sp1it,-screen feature a1Iows you up Lo 12 lines to precompose

transmit text (12 display lines in either 72 or 36 character line
modes). If you atfempi to type more than 12 lines into the split-
screen area, the additional charaeters will not be aecepted and ihe
bell-tone of fhe CT210O will sound, indicating that you should stop
typing. After you have started transmitting the pretyped text, You

may then continue typing up to a maximum of 12 lines ahead of the
fransmit output.
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4.5 Use of the HERE IS l4essages

The CT2100 has two 32 eharacter message storage areas in which you may

store station call letlers, name, location, etc. The text is written
into the HERE IS message in the following manner:

SHIFT-CTRL-HERE IS
(notice programming area on top line)
type text for message 32 characters maximum
SHIFT-CTRL-HERE IS

for example:

SHIFT-CTRL-HERE
DE KZqZZZ
SHIFT-CTRL-HERE

and

SHIFT-CTRL-HERE
DE IJOEI KZqZZZ,
SHIFT-CTRL-HERE

(left key)

(left key)

IS (right key)
PODUNK CITY

IS (right key)

IS

IS

The ffshort formtr of the ID was put into t,he left-hand HERE IS storage
beeause this message also serves for CW identification of RTTY signals
(IDENT key). The IDENT key functions the same in all codes it a1-
ways gives a Morse eode output of the contents of the left-hand HERE

IS.

If your CT2100 does not have the MSG2100 message ROM, the texts stored
in the HERE IS message areas are volatile and must be re-written if
the AC power is removed from the CT2100. The MSG2100 adds a power-on
inltial message to the HERE IS features. With the MSG2100' the ini-
tial contents of both HERE IS messages are stored in the ROM. Whett

power is first turned otr, these messages are automatically loaded into
bhe HERE IS storage areas. You may then use these messages without
further programming or you may over-write them using the technique ex-
plained above. Now, when AC power is turned off and then back oo, the
original texts from the MSG2100 are again stored in the HERE IS memo-

ries.



4.6 Use of the MSG2100 Option

If you have installed the MSG2

Appendix ) you may transrnit the
operations:

SHIFT-CTRL-1: Load
SHIFT-CTRL-2: rf

etc
SHIFT-CTRL-8: t'

100 message storage ROM

various segments with
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option (see the
the following key

the contents of
tt It ll

1 for transmission
2ntt

rnes sa ge
lt

n

Note that all three keys must be down at the same time (SHIFT-CTRL-1 
'for example); donft hold them down too long or the auto-repeat fea-

ture will add in several messages! A1so, remember the 12 line maximum
restriction of the split- screen transmit screen area. If you try to
load more than 12 lines into the split-screen area, only the first 12

lines will be loaded! Use KSR mode for longer messages or compose
shorter texts for the MSG2100 segments.

4.7 Special Considerations When Transmitting Morse

Morse code may be transmitted with the CT2100 and K82100 by selecting
M0RSE wlth the MODE DATA switch. This switch is momentary in action
and need only be pressed and released. The status line on the screen
will now indlcate M0RSE 20WPM. The speed specification applies only
to the transmitted speed; reeeive speeds are tracked automalically as
discussed in Section 3.5. To change the Morse transmit speed, use the
INC or DEC (for increase or decrease) momentary push buttons. Each
press changes the speed by 1 wpm; hold Lhe button down for continuous
increase or decrease lncrements.

Also shown on the status line is the notation tt61=4fr, indicating the
ttweighttt or dot-to-dash ratio of the transmitted code. A total of
nine different Morse weights are avaita6le frog a 'rvery light" (very
short dots) to a ftheavy weighttt (very long dots). Morse codes stan-
dards are defined so that the transmitted time required for the dot
(key-down) is equal to the time spacing between dots and dashes within
the charaeter. Norma11y, you would want to transmit ttperfecb?r Morse
eode and would send code with the dot and space times equaI. However,
under some conditions, it is desirable to be able to change the real-
tive r?weight" of the transmitted code. Thls is often the case when
high speed Morse eode ls sent; it is easier for a listener to disti-
guish between dots and dashes if the dot is shorter than standard at
speeds greater than 50 wpm. A1so, most transmitter keying eireui.ts
include by-pass and shaping eircuits that tend toItstretch" the length
of both dots and dashes. At high speeds, this cases the dots, ih par-
ticular, to trsmear'r into the following bits of data. Using a rrlighter
weight" (shortened dot,s) helps ihis situation (but does nothing for
the stretched dash bits).
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The weight adjustment feature is set so that the CT2100 always turns
on with standard Morse code transmit weight. You ffiay, however easl1y
change it with a three key control combination. The weight may be
changed in increments of 1/8 th of the standard dot length, from 1/2
to 1 1/2 times the normal dot time. The CTRL-5 key combination (hold
CTRL down while pressing and releasing the 5), labeled MORSE WEIGHT on
the K82100, allows you to specify weight. After the CTRL-5 combina-
tion type a number from 0 to B to speelfy weight (the CT2100 will ig-
nore any other number or character accidently typed after a CTR-5 and
restore the previous weight setting). A rt4rr weight speciflcaf ion sets
standard dot lengths (dot fime = space time); weights from rtOrr to rr3tt

give light weights and rt5rr to rtSrt give heavy weights. The relative
dot to space ratios and dot-to-dash ratios for each weight are:

WEIGHT NO. DOT-TO.SPACE TIME

1/2
5/8
3/4
7/8

1

1 1/8
1 1/4
1 3/8
1 1/2

PROSIGN

AR

AS

BT
SK

AA

KN

error
(B dots)

KEYBOARD SYMBOL

none

0

1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

(1ieht)

( standard )

(heavy )

DOT:DASH RATIO

1 :6 .00
1 :4 .80
1 :4.00
1 :3.40
1 : 3.00
1 22.67
1 :2. 40
1 22.18
1 :2.00

the dot, = J/4 spaceFor example, to transmit a light Morse weight with
time (1:4 dot:dash), type:

ncTRL_5rr and then n2n

The timing for the variable weight feature is shown for the letter rrArr

in Figure 4.

The K82100 also includes the eapability of transmitting several common

Morse code prosigns. These special characters are transmitted as run-
together characters as you would send tfiem by -hand. The followlng key
combinations are used to transmit the prosigns:

KEY OPERATION

e key
= key (shift rt-")
+ key (shift 'r'rt)* key (shift r''rr)
( key (shift rr,rr)

Shift n1n, shift tr3rt, Shift rr4rr,

Shift rt5rt, Shift 116tl , ltll , tltr, lltr

The Continental Morse Code used in the CT2100 ls shown in Table 1.
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The CT2100 normally uses word mode to transmit a1I text as explained
in section 4.3. However, ihere rnay be occasions in whieh it rnight be
preferable to give up Lhe ediLing capabiJity of word niiode and transrai.t
eaeh charaeter as it is typed. Called |tContinuous i{odetr, ihis feature
may be selected for only i,lorse transmiL by selecbing rrFDXrr raEher than
'rHDX" . Since the CT2100 always operates half-duplex ( HDX) with l'lorse
(non-sirnultaneous transmit and receive), this switch serves a differ-
ent function for l4orse. However, the HDX/FDX switch does prcvide true
half or full duplex operation for the RTTY codes, Bauciot or ASCII.
Sec[ions 4.8, 4.9, and 4. 10 discuss HDX/FDX as 1t applies [o R'ITY op-
eraLions. 0f course, when continuolrs rnode is used, the RUB OUT key
wi.Il not allor'i edicing of typed [ext that nas already been
Lransmitted ! As before , ALWAYS END A TRANSI.IISSION WITH THE NEII LINE
KEY !
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A

B

c
D

E

F
G

H

I
J
K

L
M

N

0
P

a
R

S

T
U

V

!.I

Y

Z

1

I

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

0
( period )
( eomma )
( colon )
( s-coI )
( dash )
( apos )
( slash )
( quote )
( query )

AA

AR

AS
BT

KN

SK
error

TABLE 1. CONTII'IENTAL },IORSE CODE
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(comma) (<)

(dash) (=)
i (+)
(period ) (> )

: (*)
1, 3, 4, 5,6
(for testlng)

NOTES:

. = one dot unit of key down time
= one dash unit of key down tinne

(space) = three dot units

Element space = one dot unit
Letter space = three dot units
llord space = seven dot units

Speed in WPM ( dots /mtn) /25
2.4 dots/sec
no. of Ofs repeat-
ed in 26 seconds
(1 .5% accuracy) .

t

t aaa

aa

a aa a

I

It

2
AA=
AR=
AS=
BT=
KN=
SK=
error =
BRK =

SHIFT
e

SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
SHIFT
Key down

Transmitted Morse code may be monitored using the internal side-tone
oscillator of the CT2100 by selecting OUTPUT on the monitor switch.
0n the other hand, if your transmitter includes a side-tone oscillator
that you prefer to llsten to, select INPUT with the monitor switch.
Now, the CT2100 audio monitor system amplifies the audio outpul of the
transceiver. <

The CT210O has Morse key output eircuits to a"ir" either a positive or
negative voltage .keying eircuit. Most older tube-type transmitter
cireuits used grid-bIock or negative voltage circuits; most
solid-state transmitters use a positive voltage key eircuit. However,
there are a number of exceptions to be found (particularly with
t,ransmitters that include built-in keyer circuits), so check your
transmitter manual to be sure. Normal connectlon circuits are dis-
cussed in Section 5.1 . Both keylng outputs may be used simultaneously
to drive different transmitters if desired.

Since the transmit-receive control for l,lorse code is the key eircuit
ltse1f, the KOS feature is not active for Morse transmitting. The KOS

output is always set to transmit condition (transistor switch tto6tt )
when Morse is selected. This may be manually set to "off" by setting
the l,lAN TXIAUTO switch to AUTO (button out) anci bhe KOS swilch to off
(button out).
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4.8 Special Considerations When Transmittlng tsaudot

Baudot RTTY code may be transmitted with the CT2100 and KB2100 by
using the BAUDOT l,lODE DATA swilch (press and release the momentary ac-
ticn switch). BaudoL data rates are seleeted with the INC (:.ncrease)
or DEC (decrease) SPEED switches. These switches are also morilentary
action and each press increments one data rate; hold a button down
for repeated increments. At present, only ihe following data rates
are authorized for U.S. amateur use by the FCC:

45 baud (60 wpm)
50 baud (66 wpm)
57 baud 05 wpm )

74 baud ( 100 wpm)

Other dala rates should not be used for on-the-air U.S. amateur Bau-
dot, transmissions but may be used for locai use, such as writing
letters to the printer, etc.

The Baudot RTTY code uses 5 data bits to specify a given character.
Since the 32 possible combinations are insufficient to represent all
26 letters, 10 numbers, and punctuation plus control codes, all 5 bit
Baudot codes are used twiee. Case shift characters are sent to the
printer to signal whether a following character will be a letter case
(LTRS) or number/punctuabion (FIGS). When using a rnanual Baudot RTTY

machine, speeial keys are provided for these shift codes, LTRS and
FIGS; you must type these extra keys as they are required by the
text. The CT2100 and KB2100 automatieally keep track of fhe Baudot
case code required for a given character and insert the proper code in
the transmilted data as required. Thus a standard type-writer key-
board arrangement is used for Baudot and there is no difference in
typing required between Morse, Baudot, or ASCII codes. However, the
Baudot code itself does not distinguish between upper and lower case
Ietters and the same code is transmitted whether you type a capital or
small letter. 

*

The transmit features of the CT2100 includJ word wrap-around and
non-overprini as well as word mode when half-duplex operation is used.
The word wrap-around feature prevents the splitting of a word at ihe
end of a typed line; if you over-type the end of a line, ai1 of the
current word (back to the last space) is simply transferred to the
next 1ine. The non-overprint feature then automatically inserts the
printer carriage eontrol codes, carriage return (CR), line feed (LF),
and letters (LTRS) at the end of each 72 character line. Thus, you
need noL be concerned with line lengths and insertion of the proper
printer controls the CT2100 does it for you! Just start t,yping!
The standard U.S. model of the CT2100 w111 transmit- up to 72 char-
acters per line, the U.S. teleprinter standard; some export rnodels
are configured for a 69 character transmit line to conform to a Euro-
pean slandard printer line. Selection of eibher 72 or 36 character
display lj-nes will not affect the transmit line Length the CT2100
will sti11 use word tirap-arounci and non-overprint to transmi.t 72 char-
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acter (or 69 character) 1ines.

If you wish to transmit shorter lines, such as in a table, etc. , use
the NEW LINE key. Each operation of the NEld LINE key in Baudot HDX

condition eauses the transmission of the sequence:

CR (carriage return) + LF (line feed) + LTRS (letters)

As mentioned in earlier discussions, ALHAYS END EACH TRANSMISSION I^IITH

A NEW LINE KEY, even if you have used word wrap-wround and
non-overpri.nt to automatieally define ihe 1ines. This assures that
the CT2100 truely switches back to receive condition.

Even though the NEW LINE key and word wrap-around and non over-print
features automatically generate the CR and LF characters when needed,
there are some conditions when it is desirable to transmit the indivi-
dual Baudot codes for these operations. In this case you may use the
followlng key combinations to transmit these eodes:

BAUDOT

CHARACTER

LTRS
FIGS

CR

LF
BELL
blank

KEY

COMBINATlONS

shift r r n

shi ft rr . rt

CTRL rMil

CTRL ilJr
CTRL rtcrt

ESC

SCREEN

SYMBOL

r<rr
rr)n
rr cg rr

rr L? rr

rrArr
rt Eg tt



Tne tsaucioI Cocie used i-rr che CT21 0C i- s sirown in Tabie 2.

BAUDOT DA]A CODE

NOTES:
\i^q., _ ,.l [ _ ioop curr.inL cnI rdr ,' 

= (S2J2 vc-ri cage
Space = tt0rr = loop currenL off

= + R5232 voltage
LF = Line Feed = CTRL-J
CR = Carriage Return = CTRL-I.I
LIRS = Letters Shift = SHIFT-'
FIGS = Figurse Shift = SHIFT-.
NEll LINE = CR + LF + LTRS (HDX)

= CR only (FDX)
BELL = CTRL-G
BLANK = ESC

STCP = (FIGS case H)
BRK = Space condition ( for t,esf )

'Iransrnission order = Bit '1 tc Bit- 5

Start Pulse = 1 unit space
St,op Pulse = 1 .5 unit mark

BAUD AVERAGE

RATE i,iPi4

45.45 60.6 i
50.00 55.57
56.92 75.89
7 4 .20 98 .99
100.0 133.3
110.0 1u6.7
1 50.0 200. c
300.0 4c0. c
6co.0 800.0

12C0.0 15oo.o

SELECT
DI II ETI ULrJrr

22.00 rns

20.00 ms

17 .57 rns

13 , 47 rns

1 0.00 ms

9.09 ms

a.6'l ms

3.33 ms

1 .67 ms

0.3J3 ms

Special Baudot Features:
It Aui,omacic LTRS/FiGS genera Ui-on

when transmilting
r( USOS ( Unshif i Cn Space ) selec-u-

able for recepi::.on cf noisY si3-
nals.

tt SYNC ( Synchronous Idle ) selecL-
able Lo [ransmit LTRS Curing
pauses in t,yping.

BII NUi{BER

54-j2'1

TAtsLE 2

I ',\\r
VAUL

Lecters Figures

00000
00001
00010
00011

00
00
00
00

01
01
01
01

01
UI
01
01

10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11

11
11
11
11

00
01
10
11

00
01
10
11

00
01
10
11

BLANK
E

LF
A

SPACE
q

I
U

CR

D

R

J

N

F

K

T
Z

L
ll\i

H

Y

P

a

I4

x
V

LLt(J

BLANK

3

:'

SPACE

BELL
8

7

CR

$
4
t

t

!

(

5
ll

)

2

*
o

0
1

0
0

U

1

1
I

{
I

1

1

1

1

1

10000
10001
1001c
10011

100
101
110
1'l 1

c00
001
010
c11

100
101
110
11i

o

?

&
r IUD

t

LlilJ

c
B

G

f rtrD
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Amateur transmission of Baudot RTTY normally uses a rrhalf-duplex" con-
nection where all transmitted text is repeated or 'reehoedtt on the re-
ceive printer or screen. Thls tells the operaior when and what is
being transmitted. Half duplex should normally be selected for all
amateur RTTY transmissions with the HDX switch (button in), However,
the CT2100 may also be used for full-duplex dafa circuits if desired.
When fu11 duplex is selected (FDX switch position button out), typed
text is immediately transmitted and it is NOT shown on the screen !

The transmit fext is also not rt1oca11y echoedfr in the receive part of
the screen. Features such as word mode, KSR mode, split-screen, auto-
matic Iine, and the NEW LINE sequence are not available when fu1l du-
plex is selected. A1so, KOS remains in transmit condition (switch on)
whenever FDX is seleeted. However, fu1I duplex does al1ow simultane-
ous operation of the transmit and receive circuits of the CT2i00,
using elther RS232 or audio signals. Fu1I duplex is usually used with
a direct computer to terminal eonnection with the computer supplying
the rrechort of the transmitted text on the receive screen. When FDX is
used, the NEW LINE key inserts only a CR (carriage return) code. Use
of the HDX/FDX feature is discussed in Sectlon 4.10.

A synchronous idle ("diddle") feature may be selected with the IDLE
switch (button in). When activated, the Baudot LTRS character ( 1 1 1 1 1 )

is inserted into the transmit data whenever the transmitted text has
Iteaught-uptt with your keyboard typing. Thus a stream of LTRS char-
acters are transmitted instead of a continuous mark condition during
those IuI1s in typing. The purpose of the idle feature is to generate
a conti.nuous stream of Baudot characters to help keep the receiving
stationrs equipment snyehronized to your signal. This feature is most
valuable when your signal is weak or facing strong interference at the
other station, but many operators prefer to leave it on for all RTTY

eommunieations. The idle will ttfill the gapsrf between words in a

line, but turns off at the beginning of a line where no new characters
have been typed. Since the transmission of idle characters will cause
the KOS circult to sLay in transmit on eondition, it is very important
to remember to ALWAYS END A TRANSMISSION WITH A NEW LINE KEY !

As diseussed in Section 4.5, a CW identificatiog feature is included
in the CT21O0. Current U.S. amateur RTTY regulations (and those of
most other countries) require the transmission of the station call
letters in Morse code before and after each major transmission. The
IDENT key on the CT2100 is used to transmit a narrow-shift CW ID mes-
sage, at the previously sel Morse transmit speed. The followlng for-
mat 1s recommended for amateur RTTY transmissions to prevent garbled
print at the receiving station due to the CVI ID:

NEW LINE
IDENT (Spaces) NYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY NEW LINE
WQ?ZZZ DE KZ?ZZZ (HERE IS rnessage)... text text
text text etc.
text
TexT WQ7ZZZ DE KZ?ZZZ KKK NEI.I LINE
IDENT NEW LINE NEW LINE



l'lotice that the
tion knows it
LINE insertions.
oft,en helps the
without loosing
a NEW LINE key.

Baudot RTTY may

DAiIT ?C. rIU! : )

phrase "CW ID FOLI-OWS" was noL needed the other sta-
is there and his printer has been protected by the ilEW

The string cf "RYRYRYRYRYRY" is a courtesy and it
other station tune his receiver io your signal exactly
any text. Try to start and enci each transmission with

be transmitied and received in several formats with
the CT2'100. A total of four dif ferent demodulator/modulator audio
tone sets may be used as explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The
transmit tones are computer synthesized and match the receive demodu-
lator filters to assure true transceive frequency matching. These
same tones may also be used to record and play back messages with an
audio tape reeorder as explained in Section 5.4. Simultaneous with
the selected transmit tone output, the data is also available to the
RS232 OUTPUT connector and to the L00P conneetor (external loop power
supply required). RTTY data may also be transmitted from a loop con-
neeted device (such as a transmitter distributor (TD, or paper tape
reader). In this case, the N0RM/L00P switch is set to the L00P posi-
tion (button out) and the CT2100 transmit cireuitry then senses any
data origlnating from the RTTY loop circuit. When the loop device
transmission is completed, return the switch to the NORM position
(button in) so that the CT2100 will again respond to typed bext.
Always leave the N0RM/L00P switeh in the NORM position when loop
transmit devices are not in active use.

The KOS (Keyboard Operated Switch) feature is very convenient for RTTY

operation of an amateur station. The KOS cireuits functions much the
same as a VOX voiee controlled break-in circuit of a SSB

transmitter, automatically controlling the transmit-receive swilching
of the station. To use KOS, select AUTO (button out) and KOS (button
in). When you have text to be transmitted and the transmit output is
enabled (CTRL-7 set for TX 0N st,atus), the KOS LED will come on and
the KOS switch transistor will turn-on the transmitter. After a short
pause (to lel the transmitter, amplifier. and antenna relays settle),
the first of the typeci text will start transmitting. When all of the
text has been transmitted and a new line is completed, the KOS turns
off the transmitter and you may receive. ALWAY END A TRANSMISSION
WITH THE NEW LINE KEY to assure that the KOS and IDLE features turn
off and the CT2100 returns to receive condition.

4.9 Special Consideratlons When Transmitting ASCII

ASCII RTTY code may be transmitted with the CT2i00 and KB2100 by using
the momentary aclion ASCII MODE DATA switch (press and release). Daia
rates are shown on the staLus line and rnay be changed with the Il'lC
(incr^ease) or DEC (decrease) momenLary switches. Each press of the
INC or DEC swi.tch increments the CT2100 one Cata rate; holding each
switeh down alLows stepping-through che rate increments. ASCII may be
transmitled or receiveci at any of the data rates, u5 baud bhrough 1200
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bauo. Current U.S. arnateur FCC regulaIions oo ncL scipuia'-e specj.fic
ASCii iiaIa rates iiiar rnusr be useii. i-lowever, Lire fciiowiliS ei'e ;ire
maximurn cjaLa rates tha c may used for particular f requency rallSes :

FREQUEi'iCY RAiIGE

3.5 io 21 ,25 i'1Hz

28.0 Lo 225 l'lHz

420 l,llHz and higher

I,IAXii'IUI.1 DAIA RATE Ei"lISSICI,i

F1

F1, F2, A2

F1, F2, A2

300 baud
1 200 baud

1 9,500 baud

Although bhere are many data rates available for use' 1'10 baud is used

almost exclusively on frequencies below 30 I'IHz due Lo popurar use'
commercialty available rnecflanical machines, and [he poor noise perfor-
mance of the higher data Fdt-os. 0n lhe VHF bands, 110, 300 baud, and

1200 baud have proven popular. However, bhere is a big advantage to
use of r,he slower daua rates (45 or 50 baud for example) wifh che
ASCII code in Lhe 3 30 MHz frequency range. The slower data rates
are considerably rnore effective t^ihen face.J with [he noise, interfer-
ence, and varying signal condiLions common on bhese frequency bands.
Also, the ASCII code offers a considerbly larger character set than
the Baudoc eode normally used at these slow rates.

The CT2100 will bransmit and receive the fuII, unabridged 128 char-
acter ASCII code seL, including upper and lower case letcers, all
punctua[ion and syrnbols, and a]I control codes when used in ihe KSR

Lransmit rnode. In split screen node, the five cursor control key com-

binations are reserved for on-screen edi-ling and are not inserfed in
t,he transmif buffer for transmission. Each ASCII characber and coll-
trol eode has a unique symbol that is displayed on tne CT2100 screen.
These symbols are shown in Table 3. The icey combinaLions used [o pro-
duce each ASCII character are sirown in Table {.

Qften, it is desireable to be able to transrniL al-I abridgeci forn of the
ASCII code, using only upper case (capital) letters. This feabure,
ealled CAPS LK, is turneci olt wibh the CTRL-5 key combinaLion. 'Iltis
feature affects only the Eransmit sebtion of the CT2100 received
ASCII witl be displayed in upper or lower case as it was Lransraitted,

As in LLre discussion of Lhe Baudot code in Secbion 4.8, lire word

!,Irap-around and non-overprint features of [he CT2100 rnake it unneces-
sary to type pri.nter controi charactrers when cyping bext. The

transrnit, lines are autornatically seu for a nnaxirnum of 72 characters
(or 69 characters in expor[ mociels). l,ihen tire enci of a line is
over-typed, Lne enLire last word is LransferreC bo ihe next line anrl

CR (carriage reLurn) and LF (Iine feed) characters are inserteci.
Transrnit, Iines are ser for 72 (or 69) characters whetner bhe screen is
set for 36 or 72 ciraraeter lines. if you lrish Lo tJ/pe shorter lines,
use of c,he i{Ei^l LIiiE key causes the insertion of botn CR altd LF char-
acters. These characters may also be transnicted separauely if de-
sired with the CTRL-J and CTRL-II key cornbinauions as shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 3

CONTROL

CHABACTER

ACKNOi{LEDGE

SIGNAL BELL
BACK SPACE

CAI,ICEL
CARRIAGE RETURN

DELETE (RUB OUT)
DEVICE CONTROL 1

DEVICE CONTROL 2
DEVICE CONTROL 3
DEVICE CONTROL 4
END OF MEDIUM
ENQUIRY (WRU)

END OF TRANSMISSION
ESCAPE

END OF BLOCK

END OF TEXT
FORM FEED (HOME)

FORM SEPARATOR
GROUP SEPARATOR

HORIZONTAL TAB
LINE FEED
NOT ACKNOWLEDGE

NULL
RECORD SEPARATOR
SHIFT IN
SHIFT OUT

START OF HEADING
START OF TEXT
SUBSTITUTE
SYNCHRONOUS lDLE
UNIT SEPARATOR

VERTICAL TAB

DISPLAY SYI4BOLS FOR TiiE ASCII CCDE

SCft,EEN

SYi,IBOL

KEY

COMBiI\ATION

CTRL F (ACK )

CTF.L G (BELL)
CTRL H (tsS)

CTRL X (CAN)

CTRL I{ ( CR )

SHIFT DEL

CTRL A (DC1)

CTRL R (DC2)

CTRL S (DC3)
CTRL T (DC4)
CTRL Y (EM)

CTRL E (ENQ)

CTRL D (EOT)

ESC

CTRL - W (ETB)
CTRL C (ETX)
CTRL L (TF)
SHIFT CTRL L
SHIFT CTRL M

CTRL I (HT)
CTRL J (LT)
CTRL U (NAK)

SHIFT CTRL P

SHIFT CTRL N

CTRL O (SI )

CTRL N ( SO)

CTRL A (SOH)

CTRL B (STX)
CTRL Z (SUB)

CTRL V (SYN)

SHIFT CTRL O

CTRL K. (VT)

AKj.
BS

CN

CR

D1

D2

D3
D4
EM

EQ

ET
tr1.

EB

EX

FF
FS

GS

HT
LF
NK

NL

RS

SI
SO

SH

SX

SB

SY

US

VT



BITS 7
6

5

0

0

0

0

0

1

TABLE 4

OC
11tl
01

ASCII DATA CODE

1

U

1

1

1
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CHAR/ SELECT

SEC. PULSE
(rns)

4. 13 22.00
4 .55 20.00
5 .17 1T .57
6.75 13.47
g.0g 1 0 .00
10.o 9.09
15 .0 6 .67
30.0 3. 33
60 .0 1 .67
120 0.833

1

0

0

1
I

1

1

p
q

r
s
t
u
V

w

x

v
z

RBO

}.IOTES:
Mark

Space

43

00
00
00
00
01
01
01
01
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11

21

00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11

NUL DLE
SOH DC1

STX DCz
ETX DC3

EOT DCA

ENQ NAK

ACK SYN
BEL ETB
BS CAN

HT EM

LF SUB

VT ESC

FF FS
RTN GS

SO RS
SI US

eDn

!

ll

lt

P

a
R

S

T

U

v
W

x
Y

Z

t

l
,\

00
1A
2B
3C
4D
5E
6F
7G
BH
9I
.?.U

;K

=M
?0

$
%

a
t

(

)
*
+

:

a

b

d
e
f
ot)
h
i
j
k
1

m

n
o

- rtlll

= loop on

= - RS232 V.
- llntt

= loop off
= + RS232 V.

BRK = Space Condx.
FS = SHIFT-CTRL-L
GS = SHIFT-CTRL-M
NUL = SHIFT-CTRL-P
RS = SHIFT-CTRL-N
US = SHIFT-CTRL-0
NEW LINE = RTN+LF

(HDX)

= RTN
(FDX)

ACK = acknowledge HT = horizonLal tab
BEL = signal be]I LF = line feed
BS = baek space NAK = oot aeknowledge
CAN = eaneel NUL = nuIl
DC1 = device control 1 RS = record separator
DCz = device control 2 RTN = earriage return
DC3 = device control 3 RBO = RUB OUT = DEL
DC4 = device eontrol 4 SI = shift in
DLE = data link escape S0 = shift out
EM = end of medium SOH = start of heading
EOT = end of trans. STX = start of text
ESC = escape SUB = substitute
ETB = end of block SYN = synchronous idle-
ETX = end of text US = unit separator
FF = form feed (home) VT = vertlcal tab
FS = form separator ENQ = enquiry = WRU

GS = group separator SPC = space bar

BAUD

RATE

45 .45
50.00
56.92
74.20
100 .0
110.0
150 .0
300 .0
600 .0

1 200.0

Transmission bit order:
bit 1 to bit 7
bit B = space

Normal amateur RTTY transmissions use a half-duplex eonneetion where
the transmitted text is repeated ortteehoedrt on the receive printer or
screen. Selection of HDX (button in) connects t,he CT2100 for normal
half-duplex operation. The ASCII eode may also be used in the full
duplex (FDX) mode (HDX/FDX button out). When fulI duplex is used, the
receive and transmit audio and RS232 data interfaces may function sirn-
ultaneously. However, the word wrap-around, non-overprint, word mode,
KSR mode, split-sceen mode, and KOS features are not available. Typed
text is not displayed on the screen and characters are transmitted as
lhey are typed. The fu1l duplex connection is someLimes used between



a ccrnpu:,er
;5 -l 1'r.i r',r avl_!

cni:/ a CR

det,a i I in

Tire synchi'cr[rus i,j]-e ("1i,:.1;ie',)
liUL eharact,er (CC0 CCil0 ) , As
Lo ihe Bauoc't-, ccd,_., synchl.cnciis
,signal and it is advisbie r-o use
ALWAYS END A TRANSMiSSION WiTH A

cirar::cter fcr ihe ASCIi
h-aq C:-scr-rsse.i in Secilcn
idle rnay assisl tne:'ecei'
it when KOS is also useci
NEW LINE KEY.

a:id s Ierminal; t'echc" cf lrairsnit- tex; is u-cuaiii, pi'cvio-
ccrnputer iLsel-f . l,ihen FD;{ j.s usel, Li:: l;L.J LIiiE i<e:i in-qeris
'r;12!':'i;,:p :+,t;rn) cCile. JS,, Of FDn iS jiSciiSS,jf, :n ?r.e2:-p)-Ju,)v r uvur tl , vvuy. Ja- Vl L Jt\ L,) i_JL!:Ju'tJ _:l 3. E.:v=r

S':cti.on lt . 10 .

^n-ia 'i,- thc
i ,r -;ri p'r;:I,j

rirn ol y,;ut^
. As before,

]he CT2 10C may :,e interiaie,l fr-t othe'. rr.l;ii .)rrr.:lr)inJr-r
:';.i:..: tcl:+:l (.!'lur ia,ii}a.tiar:ii-s,,?cc:.t*a:,-: (.- ) , ^.S?.;i, :(,,1
*rril- ccrintcLi.;its ( ex:-erliai 1_cop po\r?f:l^ iu:-:, _-,, ,-ijl.l1:...:._:
p,":'-:3.-s:'v:iiarie:ii,illt,anecusly. Th::.JLF,l'1,'i-a'ji: ;-.jj;."i,
-:cn-cinn iL:1:e'i ,j:t,a t:'ar:Snitt-ing drvi ceS S,-rrh rs ).t,. {-.,' a
Tc t,ra::sn.i-t lron,r iccp l.gnneeiei Ce,,'i::, ;ei iire s;;ll:i:
r,r.),i "ui) ',;it-..,, i-'::nsrai;i,inE. 3e su:'i ,_.o I^?.:;c_-? :r.; .,ir'i_

l: l. l: '-n? .- ... t,: ansini:.:i;rt 1c assl ri ;,:a.. . ae ll21 rO

l.=,.''l;,riii L,l.yL :ga_t n.

The KOS (Keyboard Operated Switch) feature may be used to automatieal--
Iy eontrol the transmit-receive circuitry of fhe station. The KOS
transistor switch wiil turn-on the transmitter whenever typed fexL is
available for transmission and the transmif oulput of [ne CT210O is
enabled (CTRL-7 to get TX 0l'{ on the status line). I(CS only funcLions
in HDX mode and is aJ-ways set for transmitter on eonciition when FDX is
chosen" It is suggested that IDLE be used with KOS and chat, t.i:e
transmission always be ended i+ith a iiEW LINE key. Tire KOS featur^e is
acti ie when bhe TX/RX CONTRCL s'";ifches are ser, for AUTC (button cr-ri-)
an:l i3S (buL,.-cn -in).

4. ll liDX / FDX 0peralion

The CT210C ray be operar:ei j.ll a either a haif-dupr-ex (;iiX)
i,'iex {FD:() t,: ansnit, connection, se iectetl '+rr-'rt r,i:e Hi),{
l{ori;::1 amaLeur RTTY corimunicaiion.s are usual-.1-,1 concuciei
ment ccnrieci;erl f,lr haif dupLex operaiioii. A iuli .l-r;.1-ex c
ciien used between a computer anC a ternninal.

li:-l,it a half duplex eonnecLion, ai1 L,ransrnitr:C Lexr lrom Lne :T2 lCi
nay be secn on fhe screen before and a:'ter it has been t: ansnilted.
In KSR rcode, the transnnitted Lext is indica;ed by che reverse,:-vi Jeo
chai^acLers; in spl"it'-screen mode, the lransniI cnaracters are 'rwrit-
ten cnfcrf the receive se,:[1on of the screen as t,h:y ai^e 3; a::smitLed.
The word wrap-around, non over-li.ne, wcrd rnode, l.{8,,i LINE seque:l;e, :nc
K03 feat,:res of the CTz100 may alL be used with half d"ipiex. Hc,wever',
the CT2100 may only receive or transmi+" one at a tj.rne.

il'her: fu11 duplex is chosen, the CT2100 can receive and iransrnj-i Lex;
sirnultaneousiy. However, Lhe auiomatic fransrnil, feat,ures are not alia-

or^ l"i Li cu-
.'F D;t s'rii r- cir.
;:;h eqr"t i p-
--nneet:- cri i s
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iiabLe and typed texL is NOT shown on the screer-r as iu is typed or as
it is uransmitteci. Typical fu11 duplex ccnneciions ,,vit,h a ccinprLi;3p
usually include a conputer-generaredttecho'r back Lo cite receive ..ii.s-
piay or printer, shoi.ling Lne ci:aract,ers as receive.J and interprecej by
tne cornpurer; transrnission errors are therefore soon noIiced. 'Iite
complete ASCii and Baudot characLer seLs nay be iransmiuLeC in ,.rDX

mo,ie. i'ihen FDX is use,j, che iJErr{ LINE Key will cause inscriion of only
tne Cii (carriage return ) code.

THE HDX/FDX swiLch has a special function wiren i'Iorse code is selecued.
In i,lorse, Lhe HDX positi.on aLlows use of the word mode for cornposing
and editing reyooard Eext. In FDX posiLion, characters are uransrnit-
ted as they are typed, a continuous mode. 0f course the word mode
edit capabillty and word wrap-around on tne display are no longer ava-
iIabIe in eontinuous mode . The CT2100 ali.rays operaLes as a

Italf-duplex terminal when i,lorse is selecLed.

4.1 1 Synchronous IdIe Feature

A synchronous idle feature may be selected witlr t,he IDLE swiLch (but,-
ton in). IDLE provides a fill character t,hat, can be inser[ed during
pauses in the keyboard cyping. The idle (or "diddletr) ciraracLer rnain-
tains ukre trrythmntf of the output signal , helplng io keep bhe receiving
suafionfs equipmenb synchronized Lo your signal. This may irnprove
copy tnai is otherwise marred because of weak signals or interference.

The IDLE character is only inserted
rrcaught-up" with Ehe keyboard typing
ed. The IDLE will turn off if a i'lEW

characters have been typed in chat
it will rernain on during lulls in fhe
final NEllrI LINE is senL. Therefore,
a NEW LINE key.

when the transrniEfed texL has
and a line has noL been cotnplet-

LINE has been sLarted but no
line. Thus, if KCS is curtred oo,
typing buu turn off afLer ihe

always end eacn transmission wit,rt

rrliren Baudob code is lransmitted, Lhe LTRS (IeLlers = 11111) character
is used for IDLE. This characber rnaintains the receiving princer or
display in the LTRS case (preferred condibion for fexr) and does not
cause spacing of some receive printers (as fhe blank Baudot characLer
does). i{hen ASCII is used, Lhe IDLE eharacLer inserted is the NUL
( 000 0000) characLer.
cnaracter.

Ihis is t,he sLanciard ASCiI synchronous idie

The IDLE feature also functions
(-...-) prosign. 'fhis feacure
equiprnent but can be irrj-t,ating
with l'lorse code should probably

wibh i,iorse code, inserLing t,he BT

rnay be of some advanLage when cesii.ng
io tne reeeiving operator. Iurs use
be l irnited !
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4.12 The N0RM/LCOP Transmit Feature

FuI1 RTTY current-loop compatibility is assured in the CT2i00 wit,h the
NORM/LOCP switch. In the NORM (butt,on in) position, the CT21C0 re-
ceives data and keys any loop receive devices (pri.nter, reperf, etc).
Also, all keyboard composed text wiil key Lhe loop as j-t is transmit-
ted. The loop output ALWAYS operates at t,he same data rate and code
as thab of the received signal or that transmitted by the CT2100; it
does not provide a code conversion. The ASCII printer output (Section
5.5) provides a Baudot or Morse conversion to ASCII. Note that the
L00P output is NOT controlled by the demodulator AUTO feature; the
AUTO feature only supresses screen printing of non-RTTY signals.

The L00P switch position (button out) allows data transmit deviees
(paper tape reader, or TD, for example) to be used with the CT2100'
keying the output audio lones, RS232, and KOS feature. However, f,he
CT2100 will not transmit from text typed on the KB2i00 unless this
swilch is restored lo N0Rl,1 after the loop generated texu has been com-
pleted.

An external loop supply must be used with loop devices that is compa-
tible wlth the equipment used. Most Baudot current-1oop machines use
a 100-200 volt, 60 ma dc loop; some ASCII machines use 20 ma high or
1ow voltage loops. The CT2100 will key loop circuits up to 200 volfs
maximum and up to 120 ma. maximum loop current. Often, fhe loop
power supply is built into the RTTY machine (l'Iodel 19 and Model 28 ma-
chines for example).

4. 1 3 The KOS Feature

The KOS (Keyboard 0perated Switch) feature of the CT2100 allows auto-
matic control of the transmit-receive cireuits of the station in much
the same manner as the SSB VOX eireuit. * Select the KOS feature by
set,ting the MAN TX/AUTO switch to AUTO (button out) and the KOS switeh
on (butlon ln). When keyboard text is ready to be transmitted, sLart
the data output with CTRL-7 to get TX 0N on the screen status line.
The KOS switeh transistor will now rfturn-on" ( Iow impedance to ground
for a positive voltage), the KOS LED will come oh, and, after a short
pause, the text will be transmitted. The short pause allows the
transmitter, amplifier, and antenna relays to cornplete lheir switching
before texb is releaseci. The KOS switch will now stay in transmit
condition for as long as there is typed text to be transmitbed or a

line has not been completed. Slnee the KOS (when IDLE is also used)
only turns off at the beginning of a line that includes no typed char-
acters, it is therefore quit,e important to ALWAYS END A TRANSMISSION
WITH A NEW LINE KEY! If the IDLE is not used, the KOS will re'rert to
receive anytime fhat the transmitted output has ltcaught-uprr with the
typed text.

The KOS s'i^riteh transi stor i.s NPN and wiil fherefore key only
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transmitters with a positi.ve voltage tx-rx control 1i.ne ( push-to-talk
line' usually). If your transmiff,er has a negative voltage control-
line (the Drake T4 is an example), it will be necessary io use a reLay
or additional transistor switch between the CT2100 KOS output and the
transmitter. This variation is discussed in section 5.1.

In Morse code and when FDX (fu1l duplex) is selected, the KOS is al-
ways in the transmit condition. It is recommended that you Lurn the
KOS switch off (button out) when Morse or FDx is sereeted.
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CHAPTER 5

CONNECTIONS TO THE CT21OO

This section of the CT21OO manual discusses how to connect the CT2100

to your equipment. Section 5,1 will discuss basic connections you may

wish to make in a typical radio amateur station. Later sections of
this chapter diseuss speeialized connections.

5.1 Normal Amateur Station Connections

The basic minimum conneetions required for a transmit-receive station
connection have been shown in Figure 2 in Chapter 2; more elaborate
connections are shown in Figure 5. The HAL cable set n?ztt makes the
simple connections or you may fashion your own eables. The rrbasic re-
quired connectionsfr of Figure 2 are:

1. A good RF ground between all components of the system. Use

heavy wire or 1/4n shield braid.

A shielded audio cable between the receiver speaker output
and the CT2100 RVCR IN conneetor. A high fidellty phono
cable will do nicely.

A shielded audio cable between the transmitter microphone
audio input and the CT2100 XMIT OUT connector. A stereo
phono cable can be used for this and the KOS connection des-
cribed next. Note that the phono eonnector(s) will probably
need to be cut-off on the transmilter end of this cable and
the correct microphone plug connected. Consult your ownerfs
manual for the correct connector and pin numbers. The out-
put leve1 from the XMIT OUT iack may be adjusted if necessa-
ry as explained in Section 5 . 10 . Cc,nsu 1l your lransmitter
manual and insert a series capacitor if required as noted in
Section 2.1 .

A shielded eable between the transmiiter microphone
push-to-ta1k (PTT) input and the CT2100 KOS SWITCH connee-
tor. The other half of the stereo cable used for transmit
audio can be used for this eonnecti-on. As above, consult
the transmitter manual for connector and pln numbers. The
NPN transistor KOS switch wl11 only switch positive voltage
PTT circuits directly; negative vollage PTT circuits will
require an external relay. This relay may be connected aS

shown in Figure 6. If a 12 VDC relay wlth a Iow current
coil is used, the +12 VDC required may be obtained on the
"+12V REF'' CT2iO0 connector (20 ma maximum output).

2.

)o

4.
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Figure 6. KOS Circuit Connections
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A shielded cable between the transmitter Morse code key
input and the CT21 00 CW KEY eonnector. Consult your
transmitter manual to determine if your transmitter keying
circuit keys a positive or negative voltage and connect to
the approprj.ate output of the CT2100 CW KEY. Again, this
cable can be a hlgh fidelity phono cable with the tran-
sceiver plug end modified as appropriate. This connection
ean often be combined in a stereo cable with the recei ver
audio cable (item 2) when connections are rnade to a tran-
scei ver .

A shielded coxial cable between the video monitor video
input and the CT2100 VIDEO T0 MONITOR connector. The CT2100
output is direct composite video RS170 standard, 1.0 V P-P,
72 ohms. Models of the CT2100 sold in the U.S. do not gen-
erate an RF TV signal and TV sets must be modified for a di-
rect video input. See Section 5.7 for typieal TV set modif-
i.catlon details. This video cable should preferably use a

72 ohm coaxial cable, but a phono high fidellty eable will
suffice for short runs up to 6 feet. The cable furnished
with the CT21OO will mate to a monitor using the standard
UHF video connector. 1f your monitor requires a different
conneetor, use an adapter or cut the UHF plug off and in-
sta1I the requi.red conneclor. You may need to adjust the
monitor size and position controls to view the ful1 sereen.

Connect the KB2100 to the CT2100 with the eoil-eord cable
furnished. This is a standard 6 conduetor telephone eable;
longer lengths ean be found at 1ocal electronics stores. Be

careful about using very long lengths as they may act as an-
tennas and produce RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) prob-
Iems. See Section 5.8 for RFI suppression suggestions. By

all means, use a ground wire between the K82100 and the
CT2100 if RFI is observed.

Connect an external speaker (J+ to B ohms) to the CT2100

AUDIO MONIT0R connector; a high fidellty phono cable will
suffiee for this connection.

Connect the line cords of the CT2100, video monitor,
transmitter and receiver to a suliable AC mains outlet.
CT2100ts sold in the United States will be connected for 120

VAC/ 60 Hzi export models will usually be connected for 220
VAC / 50 Hz. If the internal eonnections are for other than
120 VAC / 60 Hz, it will be indicated on a special label- Lag
on the CT2100 rear paneI. Be sure that, your CT2100 is con-
nected to match you ac mains voltage and frequency. Section
5.9 discusses internal changes to be made in the CT2100 to
change AC voltage or frequency. For safety, ALWAYS USE

GROUNDING TYPE AC OUTLETS.

6.

n
lo

8.
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5.2 Use of the RS232 Data Connections

The CT2100 includes input and output connectors for use with RS232
data devices ( "RS232 IN" and "RS232 OUT'i ) . These I/O eonnections can
be used with any RS232 compatible device. The RS232-C voltage sf,an-
dard is as follows:

MARK

SPACE

-5 volts maximum,

-15 volts minimum,
-25 volts minimum,

+5 volts minimum,
+15 volts maximum,
+25 volts maximum,

UNDEFINED z -5 volts to +5 volts

any load
3000 ohm load
open circuit

any load
3000 ohm load
open circuit

R

R

c

Notice
tible
elalms
one or
or 10

source
load
load

less than 300 ohms
between 3000 and 7000 ohms
less than 2500 pF

that the voltage levels of the RS232-C standard are NOT compa-
with those of +5 volt TTL IC logic. Do not be misled by some
of direct TTL RS232 compatibllity; damage may be caused to
both units! The RS232 output of the CT2100 is approximafely +
VDC with a 300 ohm internal resistance.

The RS232 I/O connections rnay be used for connection to printers, com-
puters, or other RS232 data devices. The so-called rrhandshaking"
modem control signals (request to send, clear to send, etc. ) are not
furnished sinee the CT2100 has two dlfferent modems buil-t-in. Consult
Section 3.4 for informalion concerning these modems. The RS232 I/C
conneetors will find a major application in fu11 duplex (FDX) data
circuits slnce input and output rrportstt may be used simultaneously.

The RS232 output is always available for all ASCII and Baudot signals;
the RS232 input is selected with the I/O AUDIO/R5232 switch (button
out for RS232 receive). The RS232 output is NOT controlled by the de-
modulator AUTO feature.
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5.3 Use of the RTTY L00P Data Connection

Loop-connected RTTY machines and devices may be used wifh the CT2'100.

A typical loop conneclion is shown in Figure 5, Note fhat the loop
power supply is NOT built into the CT2100; it should be included with
the external loop devices. The speclfications for the loop supply
are:

Loop Voltage = 200 volts maximum (no loop eurrent)
Loop Current = 18 to 120 mA DC (mark eondition)
Reference = CT21O0 switch transistor to ground; plus

to center pin of EXT L00P connector.

The loop voltage and eurrent used depend upon the maehine used.
O1der, Model 15 and 28 TTY machines, for example, usually operate from
a 1OO to 200 vo1t, 60 mA loop supply; some newer machines such as the
32 and 33 often use a loi1er voltage, 20 mA current loop.

The CT210O output to the EXT LOOP connector is in the same code and

data rate as selected with the front panel DATA SPEED and MODE

swltches. For example, lf 45 BAUD, Baudot code is seleeted for the
display, the data at the EXT LOOP connector will also be 45 baud, Bau-
dot code; there is no speed or code conversion associated with the
CT210O EXT LOOP output. Similar1y, selection of ASCII eode will mean

that the EXT LOOP output is also in the ASCII code. There is no out-
put from the EXT LOOP eonneetor when Morse is selected. A code

conversion to ASCII, 3OO baud i.s furnished by the ASCII PRINTER output
diseussed in the next section. The L00P output is NOT controlled by

the demodulator AUTO feature.

A unique feature of the CT210O is the capability of transmitting data
generated on a loop-eonneeted transmit device, such as a tape reader
( rrT-Drt or ttTEE-DEEtt ) . To transmit data from loop devices, select
"LOOP'I on the NORM/LOOP I/O switch (button out). The loop data will
now drive the CT21O0 transmit tone gener*ator as well as the RS232 out-
put. When the loop deviee has finished the transmission, be sure to
ieselect 'TNORM'I (button in) to assure that the CT2100 will again res-
pond to text typed on the CT2100 keyboard.

It is highly recommended that you use shielded cable to connect the
loop devices to the CT210O to avoid RFI problems. Also, b€ sure to
use BOTH safety and RF ground connections t,o these devices. BE SURE

TO TURN-OFF THE LOOP SUPPLY BEFORE WORKING WITH THE EXT LOOP CONNEC-

TION - A SERIOUS SHOCK COULD OTHERWISE BE RECEIVED FROM THE HIGH VOL-

TAGE LOOP SUPPLY! ,

5.4 Connection of an ASCII Printer

A serial ASCII data printer may be used wifh the CT2100 by connection
to the ASCII PRINTER connector. This output is serial, RS232-C ASCII
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data, norrnally set at the factory for 300 baud. AL1 received and
transmitted data of the CT2100 is output to the ASCII printer, regard-
less of eode or data rate used (up to 300 bd). Thus, the ASCII
printer output provides a eode and speed conversion, allowing printing
of Morse, Baudot, or ASCII data on the same printer. Use a shielded
cable to connect the printer to the CT2100; be sure to connect a good
RF ground to the printer as weI1.

As furnished by ihe factory, The ASCII printer output wiLl provide
print-out for signal data rates up to 300 baud; at higher data rates,
print may be garbled since 1t is being received faster than printed.
The ASCII printer output may be changed to any data rate between 100
and 1200 baud by adjustment of the PRINTER DATA RATE control discussed
in Section 5.10. In general, the printer should reliably print sig-
nals whose data rates are equal to or less than that of the printer;
€8, a 300 baud printer would print data received at 45,110, or 300
baud, but not at 600 or 1200 baud. Although it at first seems attrac-
tive to set the printer to the highest data rate, 1200 baud, to assure
compatibility with all of the CT2100 data rates, most popular printers
cannot handle this data ttthrough-puttt ( 120 characters per second ) ,
especially for line feed and carriage return operatlons. Unless your
printer has extensive input buffering available, it is recommended
that you use the 300 baud output as furnished to avoid overflowing the
printer inpul and loosing characters.

5.5 Connection of an Audio Tape Recorder

An audio tape receorder may be connected to the TAPE OUT and TAPE IN
connectors of the CT2100 for recording and playing back of messages.
The TAPE OUT connector furnishes the CT2100 transmit tones to the tape
recorder input (microphone or auxiliary input). 0n transmit, these
tones are keyed by transmit data, such as that t,yped on the KB2i00 or
played through the RTTY loop circuit. Thus, Vou can make-up long
rrbrag-fapesft or messages on the CTz100 sgreen and record them as you
rrtransmitrr them. You may prevent the transmitter from turning on by
seleeting AUTO and KOS off on the TXIRX CONTROL switches (both buttons
out). This feature can be used to supplement the MSG2100 Message Sto-
rage ROM. The TAPE OUT leve1 may be adjusted as discussed in Section
5.10.

To transmit tape reeorded text, select TAPE on the RCVE/TAPE I/O
swltch (button out) , turn on the transmitter (KOS or l',lAN TX), and
start the tape in the playback mode. The recorded tones are now
fed-through the CTz10C receive demodulaior, filtered and cietected, and
then modulate the CT2100 lransmit output tones (and RS232 output).
Thus, the tape data is reprocessed before transmission, helping to ei-
iminate some of the distortion otherwise caused by tape wear and
streteh.

In addifion, the TAPE OUT may be used to record incoming data. In
this case (RCVE/TAPE in RCVE posibion), the received slgnal is pro-
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eessed in the CT2100 demodulator and then used to key the CT2100 ouf,-
put tones; agaln, the tape recorded signal has been reproeessed so
that 1ow-distortion data is recorded.

The connection of the tape recorder to the CT2100 is shown in
Figure 5. Use shielded cables for these conneetions; include RF and
saftey grounds to minimize any RF pickup in the tape recorder.

5.6 RTTY Tuning Oscilloscope Connections

In addition to all of the input/output G/O) connections discussed
above, you may also wish to use an external monitor scope for a RTTY
tuning indicator. The SCOPE (SPACE and MARK) eonneetors are provided
for tuning indicator use. These output are the filtered signals pre-
sent at the RTTY demodulator discriminator circuits. The signals are
approximately 2 V p-p in amplitude and have an internal inpedance of
approximately 1000 ohms. As shown in Figure 5, fhe standard eonven-
tion is to use an X-Y oscilloscope with the MARK signal connected to
the horlzontal scope input and t,he SPACE to the vertical input. Since
these signals have a relatively low output Ieve1, it is necessary to
use an oscilloscope with amplifier stages in both the vertical and
horizontal seetions. Use shielded cable for these connections; be
sure to include safety power as well as RF ground connections.

The display on the oseilloscope screen for correct receiver tuning
will be of the crossed-ellipse type. Because of the purposely broad
discriminator filters of the CT2100 demodulator, fairly broad etlipses
will be seen on the screen rather than sharp lines as rnight be seen on
oLher equipment. Correct tuning is indicated when the horizonfal e1-
lipse (mark signal) and the vertieal ellipse (space) have maximum am-
plitude (length of the ellipse) and are orthogonal. The 170 Hz shift
ellipses will be fairly wide and will not neeessarily be at 90 degrees
to each other this is normal! The ellipses for the wider shifts
(425 and 850) will be noticeably narrower and closer to a fu11 90 de-
grees apart. With practiee, the tuning scope provides the most accu-
rate tuning indicator available. Properly interpreted, the scope pat-
terns te1l which directlon to tune the recelver and whether the signal
shift matches that of the selected demodulator shift. The tuning os-
cilloscope outputs are only useful for tuning of RTTY signals when the
HIGH or LOW tone demodulators are used; indications when Morse code
or RTTY with modem demodulators are used should be ignored.
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5.7 Using a Television Set as a Moniior

Some good quality black and white TV sets can be easily modified 'uo

serve as video monitors. The change does not affect normai operafion
of the set except that the video cable from the CT2100 must be rernoved
from the TV when the set is to be used to receive television prograrns.
The 24 line by 72 character-per-line display cf the CT2100 may require
critical adjustmeni of the TV set width and linearity controls.
However, use of the 36 eharacter-per-Iine mode of the CT2100 will
probably make it easier to achieve a satisfactory display on the TV

screen. For either mode, it is irnportant lhat the selected TV have
adjustments available for both horizontal and vertieal size. Normal
TV alignment results in ttover-scanrt of the viewing screen, ptreventing
margin lines but also losing parts of the pi.cture aE the edges and
corners. To avoid losing eharacters of the CT2100 display along the
corners and edges, lt will be necessary to'rshrinkrrthe size of the TV
raster with the width and height controls. These adjustments will be
made after lhe TV set is modified and when you can look at the CT2100
video output.

**10**t*****************t0** r rt *****n*I*******n**I***** liitl** **********lt *
*

D0 NOT attempt to use as a monitor any televison l$

receiver in which one side of the AC line is tt

connected to the chassis or eircuit ground of the *
set unless you supply AC power to the set through *

an isolation t,ransformer. *
It

*************I**I***************rttilHt**tt*tt*rr*tt*it*tt*r*lfittiltlt*****tHilt**li

The modification is simply a matter of capacitively coupling the
ext,ernal video signal to the input of the first video amplifier stage
in the TV set. Figure 7 shows a typical transistor TV video circuit.
Although the eomponent values and the biasing scherne may be slightly
different in your set, the cireuit should be essentially as shown.
The CT210O video signal is injected at pdint A.-

The modified clrcuit is shown in Figure B. Connect fhe negative end
of a 100 uF, 16 V electrolytic capacibor to the base of the first
video amplifier translstor. Mount a UHF (or BNC) video connector on
the cabinet as close as possible to the capacitor connection. Connect
the center pin of the coax connector to the positive end of the elec-
trolyfie capacitor. Use hook-up wire if t,he eonnection is less than 6

inches; use a smaI1 coaxial eable such as RG174 for longer connec-
tlons.

*
* CAUTION:
*
*
*
r
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Lost Video
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Figure 8. Modified Video Deteetor
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5.8 RF-Induceci Problems

The CT2100 is designed to operate in close proximity to radio frequen-
ey transroitting and receiving equipment. Particular attention nas
been pai.d t,o the shielding and by-passing of the CT2100 circuitry.
However, under certain conditions in an RF-saturated environment, the
CT2100 may be susceptable to RF-induced interference. This may rnani-
fest itself ln any of a number of ways, such as partial or complete
lack of response to switches or keyboard operations, or erratic beha-
vior of the video display.

The first thing that should be checked if RF problems are suspected is
the GROUND system. The lransmitter should be properly grounded for rf
(in addition to an electrical safety ground) and all other station
equipment grounds should be connected to the transmitter ehassis. The
rf ground should consist of a short length of heavy copper wlre or
braid terminated at a good earth ground (ground rod, cold water PiPe,
etc.). If a water system ground is used, b€ sure that the pipes are
100 pereent metal from the connection point to these water mains
plastic plumbing w111 break the ground path. If the distance between
your transmitter and ground eonnection is more than a quarter wavel-
ength at the highest operating frequency, make the ground wire an in-
tegral number of half-wavelengths Iong. If you plan to operate 10 and
15 meters, you may need to run separate ground wires for each band.

Stations located on the seeond floor of wood frame houses ean present
special problems for RF grounding. One teehnique that has worked well
when none of the usual ground returns work is to spread copper screen
material on the floor of the room under the operating posi.tion. The

equipment ground is then attached to the sereen wiih one or more low
inductanee Ieads. The screen creates an itartificialtr ground plane in
the studio. A carpet is usually placed over the sereen to improve t,he

appearance of the room! Consult any of the amateur handbooks or an-
tenna books for a more in-depth discussion of grounding techniques.

The best way to eonfi.rm that a problem i; caused by RF-induciion is [o
temporarily eliminate the source. Thls may be done in stages, start-
ing with a partial reduction in exciter drive, and ending with
transmitter shut-off. Since RF energy may be induced in the CT2100

through several paths, connecting the transmitter to a dummy load may

not eliminate all RF related problems, although thi.s is an excelient
flrst step in verifying RF problems.
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Radiation of RF energy from linear amplifiers, antenna tuners, coaxial
switches, monitor scopes and interconnecting coax- cable jumpers is
also possible. In fact,, it is this type of radiation that is most
11kely to be eoupled into nearby I/O and power cables of the CT2100.
To locaie the polnt or points of radiation, experiment with different
cable arrangements to see if the RF-induced problem can be eliminated
by reducing coupling between any of the CT2100 cables and nearby coax-
ial lines carrying RF power. Figure 9A shows several cable arrange-
ments, both good anci bad, showing how to keep RF eoupling to a mini-
mum. Flgure 98 shows how to use high-mu (950 2000) ferri.[e toroids
or rods to choke the flow of RF on audio and control Iines.

If cable rearrangement doesntt yield positive results, then begin e1-
iminating pieces of equipment and sections of coaxial cable until the
transmitter is connected directly to a shielded dummy load. As each
piece of equipment is removed from the transmission line, check to see
if the RF-related problems have dirninished or disappeared. If the RF

problem persists with the exciter connected directly to a dummy 1oad,
reduee the drive Ievel to see if that eliminates the problem.

If operation into a dummy load does not significantly reduce the
rf-related problems, disconnect all I/O cables from the CT2100. Test
the operation while it is connected only to ac power. At the same
time, enable the transmitter so that it sends a CW signal into a dummy
load. If rf problems are still present, then rf energy is probably
being introduced to the CT2100 through the power cord by way of the
common AC mains power line. This is usually indicative of poor
AC-line filtering ln the radio transmitter power supply sectlon.
Figure 10A shows a common by-pass filter method used in many
transmitters . Figure 1 0B shows a ?tbrute-f orce It AC line f i lter that
ean be added to the transmitter or other equipment to eliminate the
flow of rf on the AC power line.

In addition to the liberal use of rf by-passing eapacitors on station
equipment, the use of certain antennas may offer reduced leve1s cf rf
in the radio room in many cases. Whenevsr possible, use RESONANT di-
poIe, vertical, quad, or Yagi antennas and try-to achieve a good impe-
dance match AT THE ANTENNA instead of relying on an antenna tuner.
Random-Iength wire antennas and others that require extensive antenna
tuning are more like1y to create hlgh leveIs of rf within the vicinity
of the operating position.

The location of the transmitting antenna with respect to the radio
room also has an affect on the rf energy that is coupied into inter-
connecting cables. Apartment dwellers may have the most dlfficulty
achieving a good installation since many times an indoor antenna is
the only type alIowed. Where outdoor antennas are a11owed, they
should be placed as high as practical. Not only will this provide for
better reception and transmission, but it will also reduce the 1eve1
of rf ln the shack. ALso, if possible, avoid bringing an end of a

half-wave dipole in close proximlty to the operating position; there
is a high volfage field at the ends of the dipole that may be hard to
shield.
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In general-, a shielded, coaxial cable feedline wi-th l-ow SWR is much

preferred over open wire, twin-Iead, or single wire feed systerns. The
self-shielding property and lower voLfages presenL act io rnake the
coaxial feedline much less susceptible to radiation of rf energy in
the shack rather than at the antenna. RF energy rnay also be conducted
back to lhe station by conduction down the outside of the coaxial
eable shield. This may be a partieular problem with half-wave dipoJ'es
on 40 and B0 meters thaL are center-fed with only coaxial cable. A

balun at the antenna tends to reduce this problem. AIso, dress Lne
coaxial cable from the balun so that it drops perpendieular to the di-
poIe, rather than parallel. fn stubborn cases, You may find bhat
dropping the coaxial cable clear to the ground and burying it (5 or 6

inches) for the horizontal run to the shack my help reduee rf coupling
considerably. This technique has worked particularly well for
second-story station installations. As an alternate to the ba1un,
construction of an rf choke out of the eoax itself is sometimes effec-
tive; wind six or more turns of the eoaxial cable in a six inch diam-
eter coi1. Place the coil at the antenna and wrap it with electrical
tape to hold its shape. If there is a moderate to high SWR on the
line Qzl or more), you may find that varying the length of the line
helps, although this is a poor substitute for a properly matched an-
tenna.

Experience has shown that the TV monitor itself may be a source or
conductor of RF lnterference. Various circuits of the TV monitor
(particularly the sweep circuits) can and do generate RF interference
which may be heard in the reeeiver. AIso, the video output to the
monibor is a wide-bandwidlh digital signal with rich harmonie content
as is required to produce the crisp character display. If the TV set
is poorly shielded (nol at all in some plastic-cabinet models) or
lacks proper power line by-passing, the RF from the monitor I s circuits
or from the video output may escape to cause receiver lnterference.
A1so, RF from the transmitter may enter the monitor and disrupt the
monitor or CT2100 operation. This may be quickly tested by simply
disconnecting the video cable from the CT2100. There is no substitute
for good shielding and by-passing; metal cabinet monitors are highly
recommended! -
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verified by HAL Communications Corp.
Subpart J of the FCC Rules And Regu-

The following text is a require-

rrThis equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if
not installed and used properly, that is, in strict accordance
with the manufacLurer t s instructions, oay eause interference to
radio and television reception. It has been type bested and
found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in
accordance with the specifications in Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC

Ru1es, which are designed to provide reasonable protection aga-
inst such interferenee in a residential installation. However,
there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a par-
ticular installation. If this equipment does cause interference
to radio or televlsion reception, which ean be determined by
turning the equipment off and oo, the user is encouraged to try
to eorreet the interference by one or more of the following meas-
ures:

--reorient the receiving antenna
--relocate the computer with respeet to the receiver
--move the computer away from the receiver
--plug the computer into a different outlet so that computer

and receiver are on dlfferent branch eircuits.

If neeessary, the user should eonsull the dealer or an experi-
enced radio/t,elevision technic j.an for additi.onal suggestions.
The user may find the following booklet prepared by the Federal
Communications Commission helpful:

frHow to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV f nterference Problems.rf
This booklet is available from the US Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20U02, Stock No. 004-000-00345-4."

In addition, the following rear-panel 1abel is located on
rear panel:

the CT2100

rfThis equipment has been tested and
technical speclfications in Part
computing device. rt

found to comply with the
15 of. FCC Rules for a Class B

Also, the following FCC text applies to use of peripherals attached to
the CT2100:

TTWARNING: Thls equipment has been verified to eomply with the
limits for a Class B eomputing device, pursuant to Subpart J of
Part 15 of FCC Ru1es. 0n1y peripherals (computer input/output
devices, terminals, prlnters, etc.) certified to comply with the
Class B limits may be attached fo this computer. Operation with
non-eertified peripherals is like1y to result in interference to
radlo and TV reception.tr
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5.9 Power Line Voltage and Frequency Changes

Voltage Change:

The CT2100 can be connected for operation from either 95-125 VAC, or
190-250 VAC power lines. In addition, provision is incLuded to com-
pensate for lower than normal 120/240 VAC U.S. standard power voi-
tage.

**il'***t0lHt*tH3*r***tt*******r*tt*tttt***********tt**ri***tt***lt*ittt**r*****r****
*lt
* CAUTION: D0 NoT MAKE ANY CHANGES IN POWER CONNECTIONS UNLESS *

THE TERMINAL HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED FROM THE POWER T

13 LINE AND oTHER EQUIPMENT. T

*tt
** r*i*******r*r**ttr ****************** **r*I**************lt******** r****

Power transformer primary winding taps must be changed to seleet the
various power-Iine voltage possibilities. Refer to Figure 11 for the
following discussion.

110 lo 125 VAC

The CT2100 ls normally factory-wired for this voltage unless the uni.t
is specifically ordered for another voltage. Any power connection
other than 110-125 VAC / 60 Hz will be indicated by a tag on the rear
panel of the unit. If you desire fo convert a CT2100 previously wired
for another voltage range, follow the the diagram in Figure 11A.

90 to 125 VAC

If the power line voltage available is CONSISTENTLY lower than 1 10

voIts, the transformer can be rewired as shown in Figure 118. If,
however, line voltage problems are being caused by poor line regula-
tion that allows greater than a 15 volt change in the line voltage,
you should eontaet your power company and have the problem corrected.
Use of the saturable-reaetor type regulators (with or without
sine-wave f iltering ) is NOT recommended; the ttspikesft generated in
such devices w111 interfere with proper operation of the CT2100!
A1so, the CT2100 ean be damaged if the 1ow-voltage taps are used and
the line voltage increases Later

220 to 25A VAC

This conneetion 1s normally supplied for export use when so requested
by the customer. If ihis connecbion has been factory inslalled, it
will be indicated on a fag on the rear panel of the eabinet. If you
desire to change a unit that has prevlously been connected for 110-125
VAC, follow the instructions of Figure 11C. The primary jumper wires
( jumpers ItArr and ,tBtr) are left long enough to a11ow eonversion thaL
involves removal of jumper ttBrt and moving ONE end of jumper rrArr.
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JUMPER'h.' JUMPER 
,,B,'

(MOVE)

JUMPER 
,,8.'

(REMOVE)

JUMPER "8"

JUM PER "A"

\ BLK
POWER INPUTTO

(a)

TO POWER SWITCH

I I 0 125 VAC Connect ion
(S tanda rd )

GRN

95 - I l0 VAC Connection(b)

JUMPER.,A,.
/move rop\
I eruo FRoM I

\"1" To "3" /

JUMPER,,B,,
(REMOVE)

JUMPER'h"
/uove rop\
I eruo rnom I

\"1" To "2"/

(d)(.)

BLK 
---- 

GRN
(MOVE)

1 9O - 22A VAC Connect i on220 - 250 VAC Connection

GRN
(MoVE)

$
I
I

I

I

I
ri

Figure 1 1 Power Trattsformer Voltage TaP Connections
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190 to 220 VAC

If the power line voltage is CONSISTENTLY lower lhan 220 volts, the
connection shown ln Figure 1 1D should be used. The same precautions
diseussed above 05 to 125 VAC) also apply to this connection. Poor
line voltage regulation may result in unsatisfactory terminal opera-
tion.

Power Frequency Change:

The power supply section of the CT2100 works equally well for power
line frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz. However, four jumper changes are re-
quired to operate the t,iming circuitry from 50 rather than the U.S.
standard 60 Hz power mains. If the 50 Hz power requirement is speei-
fied when the CT2100 is ordered, these jumper changes will be made at
t,he faetory and the change noted on the power line voltage and fre-
quency tag on the CT2100 rear panel.

The four jumper locations are shown in Figure 12. The cireult board
is constructed so that the 60 llz jumper is included as a circuit path
on the board itself. Therefore, to convert a 60 Hz unit to 50 Hz, it
is first necessary to cut the 60 Hz itjumper path'f and then lnsert a

wire jumper ln the 50 Hz position. Use a sharp knife or seribe to cut
the 60 Hz jumper paths; be sure that you have cut all the way through
the path! Note that, it is necessary to add two diodes and one resis-
tor for one 50 Hz jumper. If a 50 Hz unit is to be eonverted to 60
Hz, move the 50 Hz wire jumper to the 60 Hz location the PC path
will already be cut.
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Figure 12. Power Frequency Change Jumpers
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5.10 User Adjustments

There are 4 user-adjustable pot,entiometers locaLed on the bottom of
the lower printed eircuit board (rtanalog boardtr). To access chese ad-
justments, it is first necessary to rercove Ehe [op and bo[tom covers
of the CT2100. Remove the six Phlllips-head screws on each side of
the cabinet exLerior and remove the Lop and botbom covers.

BE SURE THAT THE AC POWER LINE IS DISCONI,'IECTED BEFORE REI,IOVING COVERS !

Place the CT2100 upside down and reconnect the cables as required,
being careful not to come inbo contact wit,h the AC power input circui-
try. The four controls are shown in Figure 13.

Xl,lIT OUT Control:

The voltage level of the audio to bhe transmitter microphone for RTTY
transmission is set by this eontrol. The facfory setting of 20 mV

G32 dBm) is usually optimum for most transmitters, but you may desire
to readjust this for your particular transmitter. To adjust, set the
transmiLter up t,o transmit RTTY into a dummy load (LSB, io general),
turn on bhe transmitber, and adjusL the XMIT OUT control and the
transmitter MIC. GAIN for the desired Lransmitter rf output. Be
careful to avoid overdriving the transmitter spurious transmission
may otherwise oecur !

TAPE OUT Control:

The voltage level of the audio to the tape recorder input is set by
this control. The f acLory pre-set level of 20 mV G32 dBm) should be
adequabe for most tape recorders, particularly for those using an AGC

or ALC level control circuit. Otherwise, set the control for the besi
qualit,y tape recording.

ASCII PRINTER Data Rate Control: * 
-

This control is factory set for use wiLh a serial, 300 baud ASCII
printer, the recommended printer for use with the CT2100. However, it
may be re-adjusted for any data rate between 100 and 1200 baud. To
adjust the baud rate for the ASCI printer output, connect a frequency
counter to the test, point shown i.n Figure 1 3. The counter frequency
should indicate t,wo times the desired data rate (in baud). Simply
re-adjust lhe concrol for the desired baud rate. For example, set the
control for a 600 counter indication for a 300 baud prinLer. Unless
your printer I s internal cLock is way ouu of adjustment, Lhe printer
will print correctly. If it doesnrL, try adjusting the data rate con-
trol stight,ly one way or bhe other from t,he correct setting.
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Figure 13. User AdjusUable Controls

Morse Receive Tone Cenfer Frequency Control:

The CT2100 is factory aligned to recei.ve an E00 Hz tone for l4orse code
reception. Since a relatively broad heterodyne phase-lock }oop cireu-
it, is used, this adjustment wil} be very tolerant of receiver misuun-
ing. However, this input eenter frequency of the CT2100 may be ad-
justed over fhe range of 600 to 1200 tfz. To adjust fhe ltorse control,
eonnect an audio signal generator to bhe CT2100 RCVR IN (or TAPE IN)
eonneetor. Using a frequency counter, set Lhe 'generator to E00 Hz
frequency. Adjust the generator output volLage until the Ci{ Led has
just turned-on. Now, resec the generator for the new desired center
frequency and adjust, the Morse center frequency cont,rol until the CiJ

led is again rrli U'r . Notice that there is a range of ad jusiment
between where the LED turns on and fhen turns off again; set the con-
irol for the mid-point, of chis range.

These are the ONLY conbrols recommended for user-adjustmenf,. Oiher
conbrols should be re-adjusted by the facLory or an authorized repair
faciliiy.

-,r
i5) 3',o

,J-J
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CHAPTER 6

Ii'I CASE OF DiFFICULTY

This section of your user I s manual will ciiscuss in general terms how
bo keep your CT2100 in bop operating condition and lypieal operaLing
problems you rnight encounter (and some solutions). Cir^cuit descrip-
tion, repair procedures, and sehematic diagrams are included in Lhe
separate CT2100 CUSTOMER I,IAINTENANCE MANUAL, available separately from
HAL Cornmunications Corp. or its dealers.

6.1 Care and Feeding of Your CT2100

Your CT2100 is the latest of seven generations of terminals manufae-
tured by HAL Communicabions. In every w?y, it has been designed, con-
structed, and tested bo assure years of trouble-free operatlon.
However, there are a number of simple procedures that you, the userr
can follow to further improve the reliability, performance, and Ilfe-
time of the terminal. The following suggesti.ons are offered to help
preserve a long operating life for your CT2100.

Environment:

Elecfrie equipment is very susceptible bo variations in temperature,
relative humidify, and to dust and dirt accumulations. The CT2100
will operate in norma] room-Lemperature environments and should be as
toleranL of temperature extremes as you are while operating it,.
However, inadvertent blockage of the venLilating holes in the cabinef
will cause the INTERNAL temperature of che terminal to rise consider-
ably above the ambient room temperaLure and may in fact cause circuit
failure. AIso, accumulations of dust or dirt, particularly when ac-
companied by high humidity condibions, ean also cause overheating and
may result in long-term corrosion of t,he inbernal circuitry.
Therefore, try to position the terminal so thaL its ventilating holes
are not obstructed and try bo avoid exLremely dus[y of dirty environ-
ments. 0n the other hand, the solid-state components in the CT2100
are designed to operate ab considerably higher teraperatures t,han we

humans; do not be overly disturbed if the cabinet of the CT2i00 (par-
ticularly the right,-hand end) operaLes quite warrn Lo the uouch. This
internal heat often helps to 'rdry-out" humidiby in t,he cabinet.

In ihe normal course of operation, the Lerrninal and its display may
attract a build-up of dust or smokerrhazefr. This may be expecteci even
in the eleanest areas, partieularly if iobacco smoking is prevalent.
The display screen, because of the air flow around it and the high
voltage applied to the CRT, actually attracts parbiculate ma[ter frorn
[he air. This causes over a period of time whaL may appear uo be a
gradual faCing of the screen intensify as well as de-focusing of ',,hu'
characters. Therefore, the face of lhe CRT should be cleaned oi-ien.
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Be careful when cleaning any plastic parts as they scratch easiiy !

Cleaning materials avaiable for phonograph records are usually excel-
lent for cleaning plastie, but may not be strong enough to do ihe iob
if too mueh dirt has accumulated.

The keyswitches in an electronic keyboard seem to be particuLarly
vulnerable to humidity and particulate alr contaminants. Experience
has shown that keyswltch failures are considerably more likely in
equipment used in a high humidity locaLion (in a basement, for exam-
ple); even more so if the basement operator also smokes ! The
keyswitches in the KB21O0 are commercial quality switches that should
last for many years. However, they are essentially mechanical parts,
unsealed from the environment and will tend to be much more suscept-
able to this type of problem than any other CT2100IKB2100 part.

Electrical Conneetion:

All electrical connection polnts of the CT2100 have maximum voltage
and eurrent ratings as given in this manual. If these ratings are ex-
ceeded for even a short period of time, considerable damage to the
terminal may result. Therefore, be very careful KNOW the ratings
of the CTz100 and the characteristics of any other equipment befoew
making connections. Some common causes of electrical failures have
been found to be:

C.

Inadequate grounding, causing RF interference problems as well as
sensitivity to AC power line transients.
Incorrect connection of the high-voltage loop supply, causing des-
truction of the circuit to which il was incorrectly connected.
Inadvertent use of more than one loop power supply causing a very
high loop voltage or current, destroying the loop keying transis-
tor.
Damage from lightning, or other transients on the power line or
station antenna system. A good lighfning protection system may

help, 3s w111 disconnecting the terminal during electrical storms.
However, such things are unpredictqble and the CT2100 is no more
suseeptable to such problems than other electronie equipment in
the station.

6.2 Typlcal Operational Problems

Because a large number of features are offered in the CT2100, it is by
nature a cornplicated device. Therefore, there may be times when it
first appears that the terminal has eiLher quit completely or gone off
to ttdo its own thing". If some of the circuitry has failed, You may
well get such symptoms. However, most often when a new owner flnds
the terminal ftunresponsiv€tt, it is actually doing what it has been in-
structed to do. Familiarity with the CT2100 eontrols will quickly
rreduce the ehances of tfcockpit errorrf during terminal operation.

A.

B.

D.
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The stabus line and front panel switch position are the best keys to
what is happening in the CT2100. Until you are qui.te familiar with
the CT2100 operations, it is highly reeommended that you keep the
status line turned on (STATUS button ln).

Often mistyping one key for another may cause a result entirely dlf-
ferent from that intended. Some of bhe more confusing conditions you
may encounter are:

Forgetting to terminate the programming of a HERE-IS message.
Norma11y, when you finish typing the desired HERE-IS message text,
you terminate the programming with a SHIFT-CTRL-HERE-IS operation.
Failure to use either SHIFT or CTRL means that fhe text continues
to be stored in the HERE-IS buffer UNTIL THE 32ND CHARACTER IS
TYPED: at thls point, the programming is automatically TERMINATED
because the HERE-IS buffer is filIed. If, after over-flowing the
HERE-IS buffer slorage, you type another SHIFT-CTRL-HERE-IS se-
quenee (as you would normally do), the HERE-IS storage will be
re-opened, erasing the previous text programmed into the buffer.
This ean be particularly confusing if exactly 32 characters are
written into a HERE-IS memory. A clue to the terminalrs state is
the HERE-IS programming area itself. During HERE-IS programming,
the status line is replaced on the screen top line by the program-
ming fie1d. The square block cursor in this field indicates the
keyboard position within the HERE-IS program. When the HERE-IS
programming is completed, the status line replaces the programming
field; if you see the status line, you are no longer programming
a HERE-IS message !

When separate LF or CR characters are to be transmitted in KSR

mode (using SHIFT-eomma or SHIFT-period, iD Baudot, for example),
the presence of these eharacters w111 be shown in the transmit re-
verse video seetion of the screen by the appropriate symbol.
However, when transmitted, the ef fects of these characters is no1;,

shown on the screen. They are, npne the 1ess, transmitted. As
noted before, these control characters may-on1y be transmitted ln
KSR (bottom line entry) mode or when FDX is used. These char-
acters are used for cursor control in split, screen mode and are
not transmitted separately; use the NEW LINE key!

When IDLE is used and KOS controls the transmit/receive eircuit of
the station, the synchronous idle feature will keep the KOS and
the CT2100 in a eontinuous-transmit condition (outputting sync
characters) until a NEW LINE key is typed and no characters are
typed on the next 1ine. Therefore, it is a good operating prac-
IiCe Io ALWAYS END A TRANSMISSION WITH THE NEW LINE KEY.

The CT2100 may be operated in either half duplex (HDX) or fuI1 du-
plex (FDX). However, text typed on the keyboard ONLY appe-ars on
the display in HDX mode; there ls no on-screen 1ocaI freehott of
keyboard text in FDX mode. A1so, the TX 0N condition will be irn-
mediately shown on the status line when FDX is selected, inciicat-

2.

3.

4.
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7.

8.
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ing that all typed characters are transmitted IMMEDIATELY when a

key is typed; there is no CTRL-7 eontrol of TX 0N/0FF status and

word mode, etc are no! available.

The CT2100 will only receive RTTY text if ALL THREE I/O switches
(RCVE/R5232, RCVE/TAPE, and N0RM/L00P) are pushed in. Be sure to
restore these switches to this position after using a tape record-
er or loop transmitting device in particular.

Be sure that you have properly selected the desired demodulator
and shift combinationi trying to tune a high tone RTTY signal
when the switches have selected MODEM HIGH can be particularly
frustrating !

Remember that using the LINE CYCLE switch automatieally clears aI1
pages of the display; donft accidently hit the LINE CYCLE switch
when you real1y want the PAGE CYCLE switch.

All tuning LEDs operate at any time that there is audio input to
the CT2100. Recall that the RTTY MARK, SPACE, and +/+ LEDs are
only useful when RTTY demodulators are ln use (not when the Morse
mode is seleeted); the MARK and SPACE LED's work wiih the MODEM

tones, but the +/+ LED indicates no useful information.
Similarly, the CW LED is only useful when receiving Morse eode.
The OVLD LED indicates correctly for all audio input to the
cT2100.

The MAN TX switch position (button ln) over-rides KOS control of
the transmit/reeeive line and the transmitter will be on for as

long as this button is pushed in. Be sure sure to turn off the
KOS for Morse operation.

9.

10. The I|HELPtt switches of

CTRL-7 (XMIT):
STATUS:
CLR SCRN:
MORSE:

ON-OFF:

the CT2100 are:

Will stop transmission of text
Display staQus line
Clears all Pages -
Resets CW receive circuitrY
Start over (last resort!)

6.3 Repair Procedures

In the event that your CT2100 develops a malfunction, lhe first step
is to carefully note all of the symptoms of the problem. Statements
such as rIBROKEN'I or "DOESNtT WORKtt are of little help to the service
technician, and usually lead to longer repair times than might other-
wise be required. Try to provide as much information concerning the
failure as you can before you contact your dealer. By all means' con-
sult your dealer before calling the factory; he may be able to fix
the unit 1oea1}y and avoid the shipping and delay times. The folIow-
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1.
2.
?).
4.
5.
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sorne of the things Ehac will concern
i,lodel number and version number (V1

Serial nunrber
How long nave you owneC it?
I,,fhere did you purchase il (dealerrs name)?
If purchased used, who was [he previous owner? (Used to
refer !o any previous repair iristory on that particular
unit. )

!'Jhat terminal modes, rates, codes, and conditions are associ-
ated wibh the failure? Does ic happen only in receive,
transmit, or both?
Are there exbenuating eircumsLances? (Llghtning, spilled Ii-
quids, dropped unit?)
Is the problem confined to a particular unif? (CT2100,
K82100, monitor?)
Is there anything else you can add to
you think rnighb be useful?

bhe description that

AFTER you have determined answers bo the above, contact your dealer
and discuss the problem with hirn. If he indicates that he will be un-
able to assist you, the unif should be returned to the HAL factory for
repair. Before returnlng the unit to Lhe factory, eiLher you or the
dealer should eal-l and receive factory return authorization so that we

may expect the unit in shipping and be prepared to work on it when it,
arrives. lnihenever possible, return the uniL via UPS Eo the factory
address below, insuring it for she fulI vaiue, The shipping cosL Lo
bhe factory should be paid by you; the return shipping costs from lhe
factory (48 contiguous states only) are paid by HAL. The facLory
rrship-gstt address is:

, HAL CO},II,IUNICATIONS CCRP

1201 'I,{. KENYON ROAD

Box 365
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
ATTEI'ITION: REPAIR DEPARTMENT -

Beeause of the complexity of bhe circuitry useci in bhe CT2100, we cio

NOT recommend that you personaly undertake repairs of the terminal
eircuib boards themselves. If you have used the CT2100 CUSTOI{ER i4A-
INTENANCE MAN{.JAL t,o isolate the problem to a particular circuit board
or sub-assembly, an exchange of boards may sornetimes be macie, subject
uo the availability of exchange parts.

The one-year limited warranLy (listed in fulI at the end of this manu-
a1) provides for repair of the CT2100 for a full year afber purcnase.
The purchase invoice date from your dealer marks bhe beginning of bhe
warranty period save your copy of tne invoice ! Please read Lhe war-
rancy carefully to determine the fuIl extent of bhe privileges and
irmitations.

uhe dealer or facfory:

6.

ol.

8.

9.



CHAPTER 7

SPECIFICATICNS

INPUT/OUTPUT:

AUDIO 0.5 V p-p, 4-600 ohm audio
INPUT: 800 Hz for Morse reeeive

1000-3000 Hz for RTTY

AUDI0 XMIT OUT = -32 dBm Q0 mV nom), 600 ohms (adj.)
OUTPUT: TAPE OUT = -32 dBm Q0 mV nom), 600 ohms (adj.)

MON OUT = adj. to 2 Wafts, 4-8 ohms
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Standard RS232 data interface leve1s;
Mark = -5 to -15 VDC

Space = +5 to +15 VDC

Separate transistor switches to key + or circuits
Voltage = 150 VDC maximum
Current = 150 mA maximum

R5232
I/Oz

MORSE

KEYS:

L00P Standard eurrent loop;
I/O: Voltage = 200 VDC maximum

Current = 18 to 120 mA

Mark = Loop current on
Space = Loop eurrent off
Loop referenced to chassis ground at the CT2100;
External loop power supply required; data may be
transmitted from external loop device.

SCOPE Separate mark and spaee connections for erossed
OUTPUTS: ellipse indication on X-Y scope display.

Voltage = 2.0 V p-p typical, 1000 ohms

ASCII Serial, RS232-C, 300 baud AICII printer output; all
PRINTER: received and transmitbed text may be printed on the

ASCII printer, regardless of code, uP to the data
rate of the printer itself.

KOS NPN transistor switeh to ground to control TX/RX
SWITCH: function of station.

Voltage = 150 +VDC maximum
Current = 150 mA maximum
Isolation relay or circuit required to switch neg-
ative voltage control 1ines.

+12 V. Reference output voltage for 1ow eurrent devices;
REF.: may be used with low current relay to switch nega-

tive voltage TXlRX control lines.



K82',l00:

VIDEO TO

MONITOR:

DATA CODES AND RATES:

BAUDOT

CODE:

ASCII
CODE:

RTTY DATA
RATES:

MORSE

CODE:

MODEMS:

MORSE:

RTTY
HIGH TONES:

Phase-lock loop; 800
adjustable over 400
signal +/- 250 Hz of

Hz nl*in"r center frequency;
1200 Hz range; tracks drift-

center frequency.
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Connection to K82100 accessory keyboard.

RS170 standard composite video output;
1.0 V P-P, 72 ohms, 6.1 MHz bandwidth.

U.S. Standard 5-1eve1 International Telegraphie A1-
phabet No. 2 Baudot Code with 1 unit start and 1.5
unit stop bit. (Interehange of BELL and I avail-
able on export units for CCITT 2)

American National Standard Code for Information
Interehange (ASCII) as defined by ANSI Standard
X3.4-1968. B unit code with 1 unit start pulse; 2

unit stop pulse for 1 10 baud and lower rates, one
unit stop pulse for 150 baud and higher rates. Fu1I
128 character set may be transmitted and received;
8th data bit ("parity bitrr) set to space condition.

Baudot or ASCII codes may be transmitted and rec-
eived at 45, 50, 57 , 74, 100, 1 10, 150, 300, 600,
and 1200 baud.

Continent,al Morse Code including all letters, num-
bers, period, eomma, colon, semi-colon, dash, apos-
trophe, parenthesis, quote, question mark, and AA,

AR, AS, BT, KN, SK, and error prosigns. Receive
speed automatically tracks from 1 to 100 wpm speeds

transmit speed may be set for 1 to 100 wpm in 1

wpm inerements.

RTTY

LOW TONES:
Mark = 1275 Hz
Space = 1445 Hz

= 1700 Hz

= 2125 Hz
CW ID = 1175 Hz

( 170 Shlfr)
(425 Shifr)
(850 Shifr)
(aIl shifts)

( 170 Shifr)
( 170 Shifr)
(425 Shlfr)
(850 Shift)
(a11 shifts)

Mark
Space

CW ID

2125 Hz
2295 Hz
2550 Hz
2975 Hz

2025 Hz



103 MODEM:

202 MODEM:

Mark = 1270 Hz

Space = 1070 Hz
CW ID = 1370 Hz

Mark = 1200 Hz

Space = 2200 Hz
CW ID = 1100 Hz

Transmit audio tone frequencies
set to correspond to selected
NORM/REV switch changes polarity
tones.
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are autmatlcally
modem and shift;
of both TX and RX

DISPLAY:

VIDEO:

SCREEN:

PAGE

MEMORY

POLARITY:

SPLIT
SCREEN:

KSR

MODE:

24 llnes of
may be used
ranrning of
upper left

48 lines of
lines of 36

Normal

Reverse

Standard RS170, 1.0 V p-p, 72 ohm composite video;
6.1 MHz fiZ character lines) or 3 MHz BW (36 char-
acter lines ) .

72 or 36 charaeters per line; top line
to display terminal status or for prog-

HERE IS messages; vertieal tuning bar in
margin indicates RTTY tuning.

72 characters per line Q pages); or 96
characters per line (l+ pages).

receive white charaeters on dark screen;
transmit dark characters on white screen
receive dark characters on white screen;
transmit white characters on dark screen

Bottom 12 lines of page 2 (page 4 in 36 character
line mode) devoted tp pre-typing of transmit text.
Cursor may be repositi.oned- ln four directions for
fu}1 editing. Available only when K82100 is used;
text may be typed while receiving.

Text typed on K82100 is entered on bottom line of
page 2 (page 4 in 36 eharacter line mode). Up to
the ful1 display capacity of 3456 characters may be

typed before transmitting; not reeommended for text
composure whlle receiving. RUB OUT key used for
editing.

FuII upper and lower case letters, all numbers and
punctuation of the ASCII character set, special
graphic symbols for ASCII control codes i 5 x 7 dot
matrie with half-dot shift; fu11 lower case des-
cenders.

CHARACTERS:



SCROLL:

TXIRX CONTROL:

HDX/FDX:

IDLE:

KOS:

MONITOR:

INDICATORS:

LED:
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Smooth scroIl of line feeds rather than abrupt
scrolling of lines; new received text is entered on
bottom line of page 2 (page 4 in 36 character Line
mode); scrolls upward through page 2, continues to
bobtom line of page 1 (page 3 and then 2 and 1 in
36 mode). Receive text starls at line 13 if split
screen is elected.

Operate terminal in either half duplex (HDX) or
fu11 duplex (FDX) modes; HDX gives screen display
of typed text and 1oca1 Itechoft as it is transmitt-
ed; typed text is not displayed and there is no
local ttechott in FDX mode. The KOS, word mode , word
wrap-around, and non over-print features do not
function in FDX mode. FDX allows simultaneous
transmit and reeeive operation via RS232 or audio
T/O connections.

Transistor switch automatically controls station
TXIRX Iine. This funetion may also be contolled
manually with the MAN TX switch.

Internal audlo monitoring system allows monitoring
of either input or output audio signals on the in-
ternal monitor speaker or on an external monitor
speaker with front panel volume control. Input
audio switch position altows listening direct to
receiver or tape signal. Output audio switch pos-
ition a11ows listening to E00 Hz Morse sidetone or
to RTTY tones to be transmitted in Baudot or ASCII.

Synchronous idle character may

serted during lulIs in [yping.
NUL (000 0000) in ASCII;
LTRS (11111) in Baudot;
BT (-...-) in Morse.

Six LED indicators
tuning (+/+), Morse
put overload (OVLD),

be automatically in-
SYNC character ls:

show MARK, SPACE, RTTY center
center tuning (CW), audio in-
and KOS on-off status.



KEYBOARD:

MESSAGE STORAGE:

WITH KB2100: Two user-programmable HERE-IS messages,
characters long, vo1atile.

SCREEN:

SCOPE:

WITH KB21OO
AND MSG2lOO:

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS:

DATA: Increase speed (data rafe)
Decrease speed (data rate)
ASCII
BAUDOT

MORSE (a1so Morse receive reset)

Change display page
Change line length (72 or 36 char. )

Turn on status line and tuning bar
Reverse video polarity
Baudot Unshift on space feature
Clear all iext from screen
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Top of screen may be used for stalus indicator f,o
show code and data rate selected, transrnit output
status, USOS (Baudot), wei.ght (Morse), and display
page number. Upper 1ef t margin ,:f screen shows
tuning bar for RTTY tuning aid.

Rear panel connections to vertical and horizontal
amplifier inputs of an X-Y oscilloscope for conven-
tional crossed-loop indication (Osci1Ioscope NOT

included with CT2100).

58 keys plus space bar, ASCII keyboard arrangement.
Special CW ID (IDENT), two HERE-IS, RUB OUT, BREAK,
and NEW LINE keys lncluded. The HERE IS messages
are user programmable and 32 charaeters long; non-
volatile HERE IS texts are stored in MSG2100 op-
tion. BREAK key sends key-down in Morse and SPACE

condition ln RTTY modes. RUB OUT allows back-up
error correction.

each 32

2041 eharacter non-volatile EPROM storage may be
divided in up to 7-255 character messages' 1-192
character message, and 2-32 character HERE-IS mess-
ages. EPROMs are factory or dealer programmed and
are soeketed so that several different EPROMS may

be interchanged by the user.

DISPLAY:

INC
DEC

MODE

PAGE CYCLE
LINE CYCLE

STATUS

REV VIDEO
USOS
CLEAR SCRN
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TXIRX HDX/FDX = Seleet half of fu1I duplex
C0NTHOL: IDLE = Turn on synchronous idle feature

MAN TXIAUTO = Select manual or automatic TX control

MODEM: RTTY/MODE},I = Se1ect RTTY or Modem tones
HIGH/LOW = Select high or low tones
NORM/REV = Reverse polarity of tones
AUTO = Turn on RTTY auto print control
SHIFT = 850 Hz Shlft

= 425 Hz Shiff
= 170 Hz Shift

I/O: AUDI0/R5232 = Seleet audio or RS232 input data
RCVE/TAPE = Select input audio source
N0RM/L00P = Transmit from RTTY loop device

MONITOR: OUTPUT/INPUT= Monitor input or output audio
VOLUME = Adjust audio monitor volume
0N/0FF = AC power switch (on Monitor Volume)

REAR PANEL AUDIO MONITOR; EXT. LOOP; ASCII PRINTER; RS232 IN;
CONNECTIONS: TAPE IN; RCVR IN; SCOPE SPACE; SCOPE MARK; CW KEY

POS; CW KEY NEG; TAPE OUT; RS232 OUT; +12 V REF;
XMIT OUT; KOS SWITCH; VIDEO TO MONITOR:' KB?1OO;
GND; AC POWER; and 0.5 A-SB FUSE.

MECHANICAL
SPECIFICATIONS:

CT2100: 16.75'rW x 3.625"H x 10.375"D ( 17" wide wlth RM2100)

42.55cm x 9.21cm x 26.35cm (43.l8em W with RM2100)
16.0 lbs net; 19.0 lbs shipping
7.3 kg net; 8.6 kg slrlPPing
Color: Light gray top and-bottom; black front pan-

eI; red and blue switch buttons and front
panel trim.

KB2100: 14 .00nW x 2.375nH x 7.00rrD
35.56em x 6.03cm x i7.78cm
4.5 lbs net; 7 .0 1bs shippi.ng
2.0 kg net; 3.2 kg shipping
Color: Light gray top; dark gray bottom; black and

white keytops.

POWERz 95 130 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz
190 250 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz

30 Watts
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ACCESSORIES K82100 Keyboard for transmitting text; special
AVAILABLE: code is used and other keyboands may not

be substituted.

RM2100 Rack-mount adapter to fasten CT2100 into
U.S. standard 19 inch relay rack; uses
3.50 lnches of vertical rack space.

MSG2100 Message Storage ROM (2716 type part) to
store up to 2040 characters of text. May

be changed by user.

ESM914 9 inch video TV monitor for display; may
be supplled for EITHER 120 or 240 VAC;
units are not switehable.
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APPENDIX
PROGRAMMING AND INSTALLING THE I'1SG21OO

The MSG2100 Message SLorage ROM Option for the CT2100 is an integrated
circuit that rnay be inserted in t,he CT2100 by lhe user. This integ-
rated circuit is a standard EPROM (Erasable, Prograrnmable,
Read-On1y-l,lemory), generic part number 2716. Up to ien different mes-
sage texts may be stored in this integrated circuit. The first sec-
tion of this appendix discusses how you should specify the messages
you wished stored in each message segmenL so that HAL or a properly
equipped dealer can program fhe integrated circuit for you. The sec-
ond section discusses how to install the IC in your CT2100. The final
section discusses the data format used in the CT2100 so that you or a

friend with 2716 programming capability could program your own EPR0M.

Specifying the Messages

Special forms are enclosed wi[h thls manual (but nol bound within it)
t,hat you may use to specify the message contents for each ROM segment.
Please use these forms if you have HAL or a dealer program the 2716.
Print the desired text NEATLY in t,he squares provided. Each of the
first seven MSG2100 message blocks contains 256 storage locatlons.
The eighth message block contains 192 storage locations, plus an addi-
tional 64 character positions for storage of text used to rrrefreshrr
the two HERE-IS messages in RAM when the CT2100 is first furned on.

If less than a fulI 7l-character line is used, space can be eonserved
by programmlng a new-line (NL) character at the end of the text for
Ehat line. Text for the following line can be started in the next
block. Each message must end wuth a termination character to indicate
that there is no more text to come. FiIl in a square completely to
represent a termination character. Sample programming of a single
message block is shown below:
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The text in the programming chart above would be transmitted as:

DE IdB9XYZ, JIM IN URBANA, IL. CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ

THIS 15 A TEST. THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED CVER THE LAZY DOG'S BACK.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD MEN TO COME TO THE AID OF THEIR COUNTRY.
PACK MY BOX WITH FIVE DOZEN LIQUOR JUGS.
AR SK

If a message longer than 255 characters is required, you may combine
two or more message blocks to obtain the necessary space. To do this,
simply program continuously through several messages without putting a
termination charaeter at the end of each message b1ock, but filling in
a square after the end of the entire message text.

If the message text, is shorter than 255 eharaeters, be sure to place
the termination character immediately after the end of text to prevent
extra spaces from being sent following the message text,

Prograrrning Notes:
1 . Be sure to PRINT when progranrming message text in

gramming ehart.
the pro-

2. Print eapital letters when upper case is desired. When
lower case letters are printed in the programming chart,
lower-case characters will be stored in your MSG2100 ROM.

3. If a message contalning lower and upper case letters is pro-
grammed, it will be sent exactly as programmed when lhe
CT2100 is in ASCII mode, but when either Baudot or Morsem
codes are used, the CT2100 will "mapft the lower case char-
acters to upper case before transmitting thern.

4. ASCII control codes or special characters that have no equi-
valent in Morse or Baudot will be displayed on the screen
along wlth the standard text. However, when the CT2100
transmits the message text from the screen, it will skip
over the invalid eharacters, sending only the valid Baudot
or Morse characters.

5. If you program ASCII control codes, or special characters,
refer to the listing below for- the proper two- or
three-letter designation that you should print in the pro-
gramming squares. Please adhere to these codes to prevent
mistakes in the programming of your ROM.

6. Try to use less than 12 lines per message so that the whole
message will fit onto ihe 12 lines of the split sereen.

ASCII Codes:
ACK

BEL
BS

CAN
DC1

DC2
DC3

DC4

DLE

(See Table
EM HT
ENQ LF
EOT NAK

ESC NUL
ETB RS

ETX RTN
FF RBO
tra arr v rJl-

GS SO

4 for a eomplete listlng)
SOH

STX

SUB

SYN
US

VT

NEW LINE = LF
ID (CW ID)
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Baudot Codes: (See Table 2 for a complete listing)

Morse Codes: (See Table 1 for a complete listlng)

ID)

LTR CR

FIG LF
ID (CW ID)

AA

AR

AS

BEL
BNK (bIank)
NEW LINE = LF

BT ID (CW

KN

SK

) Installation of the EPROM

TO iNStall The MSG21OO ROM in t,he CT2lOO, DISCONNECT THE AC POWER LINE
and remove only the top cover of the CT2100 (three top screws on each
side of cabinet). When viewing the CT2100 from the front, you w111
notice a row of large ICrs and sockets along the right-side of the top
circuit board. The first four integrated circuits (c1ose to the front
panel) are ROMs containing the controlling programs ("software") of
the CT2100. The rear-most socket, next to the power transformer, is
reserved for installatlon of the MSG2100 ROM.

Note the orientation of the itsoftwarett ROMs: the pin 1 end of each
ROM (tfre end wiLh the half-round notch in it,) ls at the left end of
soeket. ALL ROMS ARE INSTALLED IN THE SAME DIRECTION. The MSG2100
ROM should also be installed with pin one (or the rrnotch") towards the
left end of the socket (away from the power transformer). When ln-
serting the IC into the socket, b€ very careful to be sure that ALL of
the pins of the IC are started correctly and that none of them rrhangrr

outside of the socket or are bent under the IC before pushing the IC
into the socket. The socket will be a very tight fit; this is in-
tended so that a good contact is made and so that the parts do not
fa1l out in shipping. A sucessful insertion technique is to slightlyrrtilt'f the IC so that all the pins in one row are correctly started,
then rrrollfr the IC towards the other side, making sure that these pins
Iine up in the socket holes (use your finger nail or flat-blade screw
driver to get the pins started in the right direction). When removing
an IC, do it slow1y and carefully! Use a sma11 screw driver to gently
pry each end of the IC up; donrt try to get it out with one operation

make several smaIl prying adjustments. With some practice, you can
replace ICfs in just a few seeonds, but take your time until you have
the technique mastered.

3. Programming the 2716 Yourself

Since a standard 2716 EPROM integrated circuit is used, it may be pro-
grammed by anyone with EPROM programming equipment and experience.
However, this is not recommended unless you have (or a frlend has) an
EPROM erasing facility, programmer, and experlence in their proper
use; HAL will be glad to program each MSG2100 for you. If HAL pro-
grams the IC, we do insist that we supply the integrated circuit it-
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self to assure bhe quality of the final produet.

The first step in programming the ROM is to first be sure that you

start with a eompletely ttempLytt part. Either erase the part with an

ultra-vlolet erasing machine or verify to your own satisfaction that
lt, is unprogrammed (with a computer, etc). Since all text is stored
in the MSG210O ROM in ASCI] format, you need only to specify the start
of a message at the beginning of a message segment, each character to
be stored (i.n ASCII code), and the end of each text block (wlth the FF

HEX character). For example, the following is a listing of how a

short message would be stored in the MSG2100 ROM:

Text to be stored: DE WQ9XYZ

Message block used: Message number 3

ROM LOCATION CONTENTS COMMENTS

DEC. HEX HEX BIN

512 02 oO 44 0100 0100 rtDil

513 02 01 45 o1o0 o1o1 nErt

5 1 4 OZ 02 20 OO 1 0 0000 f'space'l
515 02 03 57 o1o1 0111 rr!.I|'

516 02 04 51 0101 0001 rrQrr

517 02 05 39 001 1 1001 n9r'

518 02 06 58 0101 1000 trxrr

519 02 o7 59 0101 1001 'rYrr
520 02 08 5A 0101 1010 ttztt

521 A2 09 20 0010 0000 rrsPacerr

522 OZ OA FF 1111 1111 Endofmessage3

Not,lee that a space was included at the very end of the text. This is
highly recommended as it prevents the running-together of messages 1f
you wish to send several in sequence. A11 message segments are pro-
grammed as in the above example. The starti.ng memory loeations for
each message are:

MESSAGE START LOCATION
NUMBER DEC. HEX

1 0 0000
2 256 01 00

3 512 02 00
4 769 03 00

5 1024 04 00
6 1280 05 00

7 1536 06 00

8 1792 07 00
HERE-rS 1 1984 07 C0
HERE-IS 2 2016 07 EO
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When programming a special Baudot or l,lorse character, use the
rrkey-relatedtt ASCII code for that characLer. For example:

Baudot LTRS = tt < tr = 3C H or 0011 1100 b
Baudot Figs = tt > rr = 3E H or 0011 1110 b
l,lorse AR = tt @'t = 40 H or 0100 0000 b (The e key is used)
Morse BT = tt +tt = 28 H or 0010 1011 b (The + key is used)

Where an ASCII symbol corresponds to a Baudot, operation (CR, LF, BELL
for example), use Ehat ASCII code. The IDENT operation may be includ-
ed in a message program; specify hex code "BArr to call the ID from a

message. A1so, note that a i'lEW LINE is specified by programming the
code for LF.
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LIMITED WARRANTY

HAL Communications Corp. of Urbana, I11inois, hearby warrants to the
original purchaser only that any new equipment manufactured by HAL
Communicatlons Corp. sha1l be free from defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of one year from the date of original pur-
chase. In the case of parts kits, this warranty applies only to ma-
terials and not to workmanship in kit assembiy.

In the event of a defect in materials or workmanship during the war-
ranty period, HAL Communications Corp. wilI, at its own expense, re-
pair the defective unil and replace any defectlve parts. Cost of
shipping the unit to HAL Communications Corp. shall be paid by the
purchaser, as well as costs of removal and reinstallation of lhe unit.
HAL Communications Corp. will bear the shipping eosts incurred in re-
turning the unit to the purchaser (48 contiguous states only).

To obtain service under this warranty, lhe original purehaser should
do the following:

1. Notify, as soon as possible, the Customer Service Department of
the original selling dealer or HAL Communications Corp., Urbana,
Illinois, either in writing or by telephone, of the existence of a

possible defect;
2. At Ehe time of notification, identify the model and serial number,

date of purchase, place of purchase, and the possible defect;
3. Hold the unit until a written return authorization is received.
4. Return the unit, freight prepaid, upon ihe receipt of the written

return authorization.

Correct installation, use, maintenance, and repair are essential for
propper performance of this product. The purehaser should carefully
read the teehnical manual.

This warranty does not apply to any defeet which HAL Communications
Corp. determines is due to any of the followj+g:

1. Improper maintenance or repair, including the installabion of
parts or aceessories that do not conform to the quallty and spec-
ifications of the original parts;

2. Misuse, abuse, neglect, improper installation, oF improper opera-
tion (including operation wlthout a proper safety ground connec-
tion);

3. Aceidental or intentional damage.

A11 implied warranties, if aoy, are limited in duration to a period of
one year from the date of original purchase. Some states do not al1ow
limitat,lons on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limi-
tation may not apply to you.

HAL Communieatlons Corp. disclairns any liability for incidental or
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consequential damages arising out of the use of, or inability to use'
this product. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclu-
sion may not apply io you.

This warranly gives you speeific legal rights, and you may also have
other rights which vary from state to state.
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HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Box 365
Urbana, Illinois 61801
2t7-367-7373

RF INTERFERENCE TO THE KB2lOO:

ln some installations, the coiled-cord used between the CT2100 and
the KB2100 may act as an antenna and pick-up RF interference from
a radio transmitter. This may be particularly noticed if the antenna
is fed from an antenna tuner, is not fed with a coaxial cable, or if
the antenna is physical ly close to the operating position. lf inter-
ference is noticed, try removing the coiled cord AT THE CT2100 end.
lf this stops the interference, add the enclosed toroid to the coil
cord AT THE CT2100 END as shown below. Only five or six turns of the
coil cord need be wrapped onto the toroid. lf this does not solve
the interference, study the techn iques I isted in Section 5.8 of the
CTz100 manual. This toroid should not be required if good station
grounds are used and the antenna radiating sections are not close to
the operating position.

TCJ
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